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T h e  s c a t t e r i n g  of a w ave  p a ck e t  by a f in i te  r a n g e  po ten t ia l  
m a y  be d e s c r i b e d  by a w ave  func t ion  in which  the  in i t i a l  s t a t e  is 
s p e c i f i e d  at  t i m e  t = 0 , and the t i m e  d ep en d e n c e  a p p e a r s  in func t ions  
M (r ,  k, t), f i r s t  o b ta in ed  by M o sh in sk y .
T h e  t = 0 w ave  func t ion  is  d e r i v e d ,  following the  t r e a t m e n t  
of R osen fe ld ,  but u s in g  th e  G r e e n ' s  func t ion  fo r  the  r a d i a l  wave  equa t ion  
to s im p l i fy  the  c a lc u l a t i o n  of the  L a p l a c e  t r a n s f o r m .  The  t r e a t m e n t  is 
ex tended  to inc lude  the  c a s e  of a p a c k e t  in i t i a l ly  wi th in  the  p o te n t i a l ,  and 
th e  w ave  func t ion  fo r  a d e ca y in g  w ave  p a c k e t  is  d e r iv e d .  T h i s  a g r e e s  
in f o r m  with  the  wave  func t ion  o b ta in ed  by J e u k e n n e  in a n o t h e r  a p p ro a c h .
By u s in g  an a l t e r n a t i v e  e x p r e s s i o n  fo r  the  G r e e n ' s  func t ion ,  
it  is shown tha t  the  t = 0 wave  func t ion  is  eq u iv a len t  to an e x p an s io n  in 
s c a t t e r i n g  s t a t e s .  The  r e l a t i o n s h i p  b e tw ee n  the  t = 0 wave function  
and the  t  -* -°° wave  func t ion  of s t a n d a r d  s c a t t e r i n g  th e o r y  is  ex am in ed ,  
and the  r e s t r i c t i o n s  on the  p o s i t io n  and s h a p e  of the  in i t ia l  p a c k e t  in the  
l a t t e r  wave  func t ion  a r e  e m p h a s i z e d .  On the  q u e s t io n  of t r a n s i e n t s  in 
t i m e - d e p e n d e n t  s c a t t e r i n g  th e o ry ,  it  is  po in ted  out tha t  a d i s t i n c t io n  
shou ld  be  d r a w n  b e tw ee n  p la n e  w ave  t r e a t m e n t s  and th o s e  u s in g  w ave
p a c k e t s .
T he  s ec o n d  p a r t  of the  t h e s i s  is  c o n c e r n e d  with  the  c a lc u la t io n
of t im e  de lay  fo r  an a r b i t r a r y  w ave  p a c k e t  i n t e r a c t i n g  with a f in i te  r a n g e  
p o te n t ia l .  The  t = 0 w ave  func t ion  is  u s e d ,  and a new m e th o d  of 
c a lc u l a t i o n  d eve loped ,  in which  m o m e n t u m  c o e f f ic ien t s  in the  wave  function 
a r e  w r i t t e n  as  t r a n s f o r m s  of the  in i t i a l  p a ck e t ,  and m o m e n t u m  i n t e g r a l s  
a r e  e x p r e s s e d  in t e r m s  of G r e e n ' s  func t ions .  G e n e r a l  e x p r e s s i o n s  a r e  
ob ta in ed  fo r  the  t i m e  s p e n t  w i th in  a s p h e r e  of f in i te  r a d i u s  by the  wave 
p a c k e t ,  in the  p r e s e n c e  of the  p o te n t i a l  and with  the  p o te n t ia l  r e m o v e d .
T h e  id ea  of t i m e  de lay  fo r  a s c a t t e r e d  p a c k e t  is  ex tended  to inc lude  the 
l i f e t i m e  of a d e ca y in g  w ave  p a ck e t ,  and c o r r e s p o n d i n g  e x p r e s s i o n s  a r e  
ob ta in ed  when the  p a c k e t  i s  in i t i a l ly  wi th in  the  r e g io n  of the  p o ten t ia l .
P r e v i o u s  e x p r e s s i o n s  fo r  t im e  d e lay  hav e  b een  d e r i v e d  u s in g
the  t  -> -°° w ave  func t ion ,  and it is  found th a t  the  u s e  of th e  t = 0 wave
func t ion  g iv e s  new t e r m s ,  which  a r i s e  f r o m  the  p r i n c i p a l  p a r t  i n t e g r a l  of 
(+)
a 6 func tion .  T e r m s  of the  type  da t which a p p e a r  in O h m u r a ' s
dk
e x p r e s s i o n  fo r  t i m e  d e lay ,  a r e  found only in the  c a l c u la t io n  of l i f e t i m e .
A d i s c u s s i o n  in one d i m e n s i o n  shows  tha t  t h e s e  t e r m s  r e p r e s e n t  the  m e a n  
a r r i v a l  t im e  of the  p a c k e t  at  the  o r ig in ,  and tha t  o t h e r  t e r m s  a p p e a r i n g  in 
the  v a r i o u s  e x p r e s s i o n s  h av e  s i m p l e  p h y s i c a l  i n t e r p r e t a t i o n s .
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Time-dependent scattering theory describes the development of
the scattering system from the initial state to the final state under the
action of the Hamiltonian H = H + V.o
The scattering process is usually divided into three stages.
Initially, the particles are free and propagate according to the
Hamiltonian H . The collision occurs when the particles come within the o
range of interaction, and the potential V takes effect. After some time,
the particles separate, and in the final state the propagation is again
governed by H .o
In the standard treatment of Lippmann and Schwinger (1950), the 
initial and final states are actually eigenstates of H^ (plane waves), and 
the interaction producing the scattering is switched on and off adiabatic- 
ally,
V (r, t) = V (r) + 0 . (1.1)
t -> ±°°
This procedure leads to the wave functions of formal scattering theory,
'T-' = $ + 1_______ V 'T-' , (1.2)
E ± ie - H o o
where $ is a plane wave state,
H $ o E $ o (1.3)
(2)
The use of plane waves is familiar from elementary (time- 
independent) scattering theory, but it introduces the complication that 
the wave functions are not readily normalised. Some artifice such as 
box normalisation must be used, and this in turn makes it necessary to 
treat the limiting procedures of time-dependent theory very carefully 
(Gell-Mann and Goldberger 1953). It is more satisfactory to treat 
scattering in terms of wave packets, since normalisation is then included 
automatically, and the variation of the interaction with time arises from 
the approach and separation of the localised particles, rather than 
switching of the potential.
Wave packet scattering has been treated by many authors 
(Sunakawa 1955, Moses 1955, Jauch 1958, Low 1959, Haag 1960, Green and 
Lanford 1960, Goldberger and Watson 1964) but it is generally the case 
that discussion is limited to obtaining plane wave results. The treat­
ment may be such that it is valid only for long wave packets, or the 
restriction to a narrow momentum distribution may be applied at the end 
of a more general calculation. In either case, the cross section (or 
some other quantity) is derived for a fixed value of the momentum, and 
the use of wave packets in the derivation simply provides a reasonable 
physical picture, or permits a mathematically rigorous treatment.
The results thus obtained are sufficient to describe most 
current scattering experiments, but they do not exhaust the possibilities 
of wave packet scattering. The most obvious application of wave packet 
ideas is in the consideration of time-dependent experiments. If the 
-time at which an interaction occurs is to be well defined, the particles 
involved must be strongly localised in space, and so must be described by
wave packets with broad momentum distributions.
(3)
A model of a time-dependent scattering situation which has been 
studied by several authors (Nussenzveig 1961, Dodd and McCarthy 1964,
Goebel and McVoy 1966) is that of a wave packet of resonance shape inter­
acting with a scatterer which has a resonance of similar position and 
width. As the width of the packet is varied, the rise time and decay 
time for the compound system also vary. If the width of the packet, y , 
is much less than that of the resonance, y , the rise time is roughly 
2x^ (t . 11 1 ) but the decay time is 2tq . This corresponds to exciting
v .
■ l
the resonance with a very long packet, so that the rate of decay is equal
to the rata at which the incident packet dies away. If instead y >> y^,
the rise time is 2x and the decay time 2t-, - the resonance is excitedo 1
rapidly by a sharp packet, and then decays at its natural rate.
It has been suggested that wave packet experiments would provide
a means of separating direct and compound nucleus processes in nuclear
reactions, and the model mentioned above is relevant to discussion of such
experiments. In order that the direct and compound scattered packets may
be well separated in time, the incident packet must have a very broad
momentum distribution (y >> y^). This produces a direct packet which
leaves the scatterer almost immediately, and a compound packet which
emerges after an appropriate time delay. If the momentum distribution
is too narrow (y << y ), the duration of the incident packet is so long o 1
that there is still a direct component present when the compound packet 
emerges, and it is not possible to separate the two by time resolution.
An important quantity in the consideration of such time-dependent 
experiments is the time delay suffered by the particle as it interacts with 
the scatterer. If the particle is captured in a resonance it is delayed for 
a long time before being emitted from the compound nucleus, whereas if it 
undergoes a direct reaction it is delayed very little relative to the
(4)
corresponding free particle. The idea of separating compound nucleus and 
direct processes in a w^ve packet experiment depends, of course, on the 
fact that the two types of scattering give vastly different time delays.
This thesis is concerned with the question of time delay in 
scattering situations, and in particular, with the calculation of the time 
delay experienced by an arbitrary wave packet as it interacts with an 
arbitrary finite range potential.
It should be mentioned that the notion of time delay is closely 
linked with the idea of measuring the mean arrival time of the wave packet 
at a point or at a surface. The measurement of arrival times in quantum 
mechanics has recently been the subject of an intensive investigation by 
Allcock (1969), but the questions and problems raised by Allcock's paper 
are quite beyond the scope of our discussion. We shall be content rather 
to start from a generally accepted definition of time delay, and to 
compare our results with those of other authors who have used the same, or 
a similar, definition.
Previous discussions of wave packet scattering have generally 
been based on the wave function of standard scattering theory, which 
involves the asymptotic limit t -> . The initial state of the system
is defined by a free wave packet, $(r,t), such that the total wave function 
for the interacting system, ¥(r,t) , approaches 3>(r,t) as t -* -00 . The use 
of this wave function imposes certain restrictions on the position and 
shape of the initial packet, however, as may be seen by examining a free 
wave packet in one dimension.
packet










1 dk A* (k) A(k) = 1
—  OO
(1.5)
The mean position of the wave packet at time t is given by
x(t) dx $ (x,t) x $(x,t)
-ikx + ifik2t
- t  I *dx (2tt) dk A (k) e
ik'x - fftk,2t
x ( 2 tt) -h dk ' A (k1 ) e
dk A (k) i d A(k) + dk A (k) fik A(k) . t
= x(o) + v t (1.6)
ik * xIn deriving E q . (6) we have expressed x e in the second line
as -i d e 
dk'
ik'x , and used integration by parts within the k' integral
-ifik' 2t
to transfer the derivative to A(k') e . Since the integral (4) 
converges, the integrated part vanishes at the upper and lower limits. 
The expression for x(o) may be shown to be real by taking the complex 
conjugate, integrating by parts, and noting that E q . (5) converges.
(6)
The mean value of x2 (t) may be calculated similarly:
x2 (t) = dx $ (x,t) x 2 $(x,t)
OO CO













+ dk A (k) fik
—o0 _y _
A (k) . t2
= x2 (o) + [_ x(o)v + vx(o) ] t + v2 t2 (1.7)
Then the mean square deviation of x is
A2 (t) = a?(t) - x2 (t)x
A2 (o) + f x(o)v + vx(o) - 2x(o)v It + A2t2X V
(1 .8)
From E q . (6), if we assume v is positive it will be seen that 
x(t) -> -oo as t -> -°° , so the centre of the packet is situated at an 
infinite distance from the origin. From E q . (8), since A2 is positive,
A2 (t) -+ 4-co as t -* -00 , so the width of the packet increases indefinitely 
in this limit. Since the wave packet remains normalised, as the width of
the packet increases the amplitude at a given point decreases, and in the 
limit the packet is "thinly spread" over all space. In general, for a
wave packet which contains no bound state components, the probability of
-3
finding the particle in any finite region goes to zero as t. in the
(7)
limit t -> ±°° (Haag 1960) .
The sense in which the wave functions $(r,t) and Y(r,t) 
approach each other in the initial state must be defined with some care, 
since the wave functions at any point r go to zero individually as 
t -> -°o . The notion of pointwise convergence is inadequate in this 
situation, and it must be shown instead that ¥(r,t) converges strongly 
to $ (r ,t) , i. e.
lim dr | Y(r,t) - <t(r,t) |2 = 0 (1.9)
t ~ ° °  ~
The use of the asymptotic limit in scattering theory is 
usually justified on the grounds that scattering experiments involve 
distances and times which are large on the quantum scale - the initial 
packet is prepared in the source of an accelerator, and the time of 
travel down the accelerator tube is long compared to the time taken to 
cross a region of nuclear dimensions. However, scattering can be 
studied in situations which do not involve large distances and times.
As an example we mention proximity scattering (Fox 1962),in which the 
incident and target particles are produced by sequential nuclear decay.
Proximity scattering occurs when the final state of a nuclear 
reaction contains three particles, and the kinematics are such that two 
of the particles may subsequently rescatter. In the reaction
ic *
a + b -* B ->• c + D  -* c + d  + e , (1.10)
if the energy and angular distribution of (say) particle d are suitable, 
it is possible for d to catch up with c and produce the proximity 
scattering




*The lifetime x^ of D and the c-d scattering cross section may be
related to the observed energy and angular correlation of c and d.
-20Lifetimes of the order of 10 sec have been measured by this method 
(Lang et al 1966), and it also presents a way of obtaining cross 
sections when either c or d is unstable.
Since c and d are the products of decay processes, they do 
not have well defined momenta, but may be represented by exponentially 
decaying wave packets whose momentum widths are inversely proportional 
to the respective lifetimes. From the mean energies of c and d, and 
the order of magnitude of x^, it is possible to estimate the distance 
travelled by d before it interacts with c, and in the examples considered 
by Fox this is typically «J-400 fm. The initial state of the reaction (11) 
thus consists of two exponential wave packets, separated by a distance of 
several hundred fermis, and the proper treatment of such a reaction 
requires a scattering theory which is not limited to long wave packets or 
to infinite separation of the incident and target particles.
Wave packet scattering can in fact be treated as a simple 
initial-value problem, with the initial state specified at time t = 0.
In such a treatment the initial packet, of arbitrary shape, may be 
localised in a finite region and situated at a finite distance from the 
scatterer. We shall use the t = 0 wave function in the calculation of 
time delay in order to obtain expressions valid for an arbitrary initial 
packet, without restriction on its position or shape.
Apart from allowing the initial packet to be quite general, 
the use of the t = 0 wave function opens up the possibility of carrying 
out a calculation in which transient effects in the scattering process
(9)
are taken into account. In discussions of time-dependent scattering 
theory, mention is often made of "transients" in the wave function. 
Gell-Mann and Goldberger (1953), for instance, represent the initial 
state of the scattering system as a train of waves fed in over a period 
of time in order to avoid "undesirable transients", which would arise 
if the incident waves were released all at once. The method of 
adiabatic switching may also be viewed as a device for avoiding transients. 
It is understandable that transient effects should be removed or avoided 
if the system under consideration is essentially stationary, but this 
does not seem reasonable if we are dealing with a situation which is 
time-dependent. Transients usually reflect the rate at which an
interaction is switched on, or an excitation produced, so a discussion 
of a time-dependent scattering situation should include a proper treat­
ment of transient effects.
In the t = 0 wave function, transient effects are found to be 
described by certain functions M(r,k,t) of position, momentum and time, 
whose form is known explicitly. By using this wave function in the 
calculation of time delay, therefore, we aim to obtain an expression 
for time delay containing terms representing transient effects, from 
which the importance of such effects in a particular scattering 
situation can be gauged.
Chapters 1 and 2 of the thesis are devoted to the derivation
and discussion of the t = 0 wave function.
(10)
CHAPTER 1
THE t = 0 WAVE FUNCTION
la. Introduction
In early treatments of scattering (Dirac 1926, 1927) the initial 
state of the system was specified at time t = 0. The wave function for 
subsequent times was obtained by time-dependent perturbation theory, 
however, and so was accurate only to some order in the perturbation. The 
first exact solution of a scattering problem with the initial state at 
t = 0 seems to have been given by Moshinsky (1951, 1952 a), who considered 
the situation of a scatterer suddenly inserted into a beam of particles. 
Moshinsky obtained the space and time dependence of the wave function for 
t > 0 in terms of functions M(r,k,t) (in Moshinsky's notation x(r /k,t) ) 
related to the complementary error function. In subsequent papers 
Lozano (1953, 1954) treated the scattering of an arbitrary wave packet 
by a finite range potential, and the transmission of a wave packet through 
a potential barrier, with the wave function in each case being expressed
in terms of the functions M(r,k,t). Sasakawa (1959) examined the s-wave
scattering problem independently, and solved the time-dependent Schrödinger 
equation by the Laplace transform method. He obtained functions denoted 
by G which are essentially the M functions of Moshinsky.
A detailed exposition of initial-value problems in both classical 
and quantum physics has been given by Beck and Nussenzveig (1960). They 
show that the problem of the "exponential catastrophe", which arises in 
discussions of scattering and decay, is eliminated by taking into account
the initial excitation of the system at time t = 0. In quantum mechanics,
(11)
the exponentially increasing Gamow states are replaced by the functions M, 
and Beck and Nussenzveig discuss the properties cf these functions in some 
detail.
With the initial packet specified at t = 0, it is no longer 
necessary to treat scattering and decay on different footings (cf Heitler 
1954, pp 150, 163). A unified treatment is possible, in which the two 
processes differ only in the position of the initial packet. If the packet 
is completely outside the interaction region at t = 0, the wave function for 
subsequent times describes its scattering by the potential. If the packet 
is completely inside the potential at t = 0, the wave function describes the 
decay of the wave packet as it leaks through the potential. Nussenzveig 
(1961) has considered the interaction of an arbitrary wave packet with a 
partially transparent sphere, and followed the behaviour in time of the wave 
function in the cases when the packet is scattered by the sphere and when it 
is decaying from within the sphere.
All the previous work on the scattering problem is brought together 
in a paper by Rosenfeld (1965), and more recently Jeukenne (1967 a,b, 1968) 
has studied examples of scattering and decay. Our treatment is similar to 
that of Rosenfeld, though we shall make explicit use of the Green's function 
for the radial wave equation, since this simplifies the derivation of the 
Laplace transform. By allowing the initial wave packet to be non-zero 
within the potential, we shall be able to extend Rosenfeld's treatment, and 
derive the wave function for the decay problem in a form similar to his 
scattering wave function.
The wave functions for scattering and decay may be obtained in 
two different, but equivalent, forms. In the first, the initial packet is 
written as a function of the spatial co-ordinates r only, and the wave
( 1 2 )
f u n c t io n  f o r  t  > 0 i s  e x p re s s e d  a s  an i n t e g r a l  o v e r  r  o f  th e  p r o d u c t  o f  
th e  i n i t i a l  p a c k e t  and a s p a c e - t im e  p r o p a g a to r .  The wave f u n c t io n s  in  
th e  p a p e rs  o f  N u ssen zv e ig  and Jeu k en n e  a re  g iv e n  in  t h i s  fo rm . A l t e r ­
n a t i v e l y ,  th e  i n i t i a l  p a c k e t  may be  expanded  in  te rm s  o f  p la n e  w av e s , and 
th e n  th e  wave f u n c t io n s  a r e  o b ta in e d  a s  i n t e g r a l s  o v e r  momentum, c o n ta in ­
in g  th e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  o f  th e  e x p a n s io n  and f u n c t io n s  o f  r ,  k and t .  T h is  
m ethod h a s  been  u sed  by L ozano, S asakaw a, and R o s e n fe ld .
We s h a l l  a d o p t th e  seco n d  a p p ro a c h , a s  t h i s  w i l l  a llo w  u s ,  in  
C h a p te r  2 , t o  d e r iv e  a s im p le r  e x p re s s io n  f o r  th e  wave f u n c t io n  and to  
r e l a t e  i t  t o  th e  wave f u n c t io n  o f  s ta n d a r d  s c a t t e r i n g  th e o r y ,  w hich  i s  
b a se d  on th e  a s y m p to tic  l i m i t  t  -*■ -°° . S in c e  we a re  i n t e r e s t e d  o n ly  i n  
th e  g e n e r a l  f e a t u r e s  o f  th e  wave f u n c t i o n ,  we s h a l l  r e t a i n  th e  M it ta g  -  
L e f f l e r  e x p a n s io n  u se d  by R o s e n fe ld . In  a p p l i c a t i o n s  in v o lv in g  th e  
s i n g l e - l e v e l  a p p ro x im a tio n , Jeu k en n e  (1967a) h a s  shown t h a t  a Cauchy 
e x p a n s io n  (Hum blet sind Je u k en n e  1966) , w hich  a v o id s  th e  i n f i n i t e  pow er 
s e r i e s  in  th e  b ack g ro u n d  te rm , i s  more u s e f u l .
lb. Derivation of the t = 0 Wave Function
We c o n s id e r  a wave p a c k e t ,  r e p r e s e n t in g  a s p in l e s s  p a r t i c l e  o f  
m ass y , i n t e r a c t i n g  w ith  a r e a l  s p h e r i c a l  p o t e n t i a l  V ( r ) ,  o f  f i n i t e  ra n g e  a ,
V( r )  = 0 , r  > a . (1 .1 )
The i n i t i a l  p a c k e t  i s  a r b i t r a r y ,  and in  p a r t i c u l a r  we s h a l l  a llo w  i t  to  
o v e r la p  th e  r e g io n  o f  th e  p o t e n t i a l .  The wave f u n c t io n  f o r  t im e  t  > 0 
w i l l  be fo u n d  to  c o n ta in  two com ponen ts . The f i r s t  r e p r e s e n t s  th e  
p r o p a g a t io n  o f  t h a t  p a r t  o f  th e  p a c k e t  w hich  i s  i n i t i a l l y  o u t s id e  th e
(13)
potential, and is the wave function appropriate to the scattering problem. 
The second represents the propagation of that part of the packet initially 
inside the potential, and is the wave function for the decay problem.
The initial packet may be expanded in plane waves,
$(r)
ik.r
dk A(k) e (1.2)
and in terms of partial waves




(r)£ m dk A. (k) J (kr)£ m  £ (1.4)
The functions Y„ (ft) are spherical harmonics, with the normalisation £m
dft Y (ft) Y , (ft) £m £' m ' 6 6 ££’ mm' (1.5)
4tt
The J^(kr) are Riccatti - Bessel functions^, related to the usual spherical 
Bessel functions j by
(p) = P j £ (P) (1.6)
and they satisfy the orthogonality relation
dr J^(kr) J^(k'r) tt_ 6 (k - k ') 
2
(1.7)
t In Rosenfeld's paper, and also in Humblet and Rosenfeld 1961, the 
Riccatti - Bessel functions are denoted by a script ^ . Since this 
symbol was not available to us, we use for the Riccatti - Bessel 
functions.
Note that Bessel functions of the first kind, for which the symbol 
is normally reserved, do not appear anywhere in the thesis.
(14)
Using Eq. (7) in Eq. (4) we have
\ m (k) 2 1 dr V (r) V kr)IT O (1.8)
and the packet is normalised so that
•71 y dk A 
2 Um J o <k > A o (k)icm Jtm
(1.9)
By retaining the factor ir_ in Eq. (9) , we avoid the appearance of factors
2
in the wave functions derived later.
We wish to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation
ih f (r, t)
at
-h2 V2 + V(r)
2y
Y(r,t) (1.10)
subject to the initial condition
V (r,0) = $(r) (1.11)
Let us definet
T = fit , (1.12)
V
v (r) = 2y_ V (r) , (1.13)
h2
t We shall make frequent use of the variable t throughout the thesis, since
-ihk2t -ik2T
this simplifies the appearance of the time factor e 2^ e 2
Integrals over x in later chapters will be referred to loosely as 
"time integrals".
(15)
and expand the wave function V ( r , t ) in partial waves,
 ^(r#t) = I 1 ip0m(r,T) (1.14)
Then \p (r,i) satisfies the radial wave equationJem
21 I ^m(r'T)3x .3^  + 1(1 +  1) + v(r)3r2 r2
ip0 (r ,x) , (1.15)Jem
subject to the boundary conditions
^ m (0'T) (1.16)
lim \ p n (r,x) = 0Jem (1.17)
and the initial condition
V (r) (1.18)
Eq.(16) is the condition that the wave function be regular at the origin, 
and Eq.(17) is necessary for the wave function to be normalised.
The solution of Eqs (15) to (18) may be obtained by means of the 
Laplace transform. Let
[pZ m (r,p) ^  I dT e’PT* - (r'T> (1.19)
be the Laplace transform of ipn (r,x) , and let there be positive constants
x-m
M, a and t such that o
M e
for T >  T0‘ Then ip^(r,p) is an analytic function of the complex variable 
p in the half-plane Re p > a. We know however that the wave function must
(16)
remain finite for all times, so in fact a = 0, and \pn (r,p) is analytic5cm
for Re p > 0.
Applying the transform (19) to Eq.(15), and using Eqs (16) to 
(18), we have
-li V (r'P> + W r’p) + v(r) W r’p) - 2ipW r'p) - -2iV (r) •
9r2 r2
with
V ° ' p) = °
(1.20)
(1.21)
and lim = 0 (1.22)
The homogeneous part of Eq.(20) is just the radial wave equation with k*
replaced by 2ip. Let us define a complex wave number k byP
•/2|pT
+ 2L
2 4 0 =  arg p , (1.23)
so that k2 = 2ip, and let Gn (k : r.r’) denote the Green's function for thep a
radial wave equation,
-32 + JC (51 +1) + v(r) - k‘ G£ (k : r ,r' ) = 6 (r - r' )
(1.24)
Then the solution of Eq.(20) is
' W r'p) = _2i I dr' V kp : r'r,) \ m (r,) (1.25)
(17)
We define regular and irregular solutions, <f>£ (k,r) and f£ (k,r), 
of the radial wave equation by (Newton 1960)
lim (21 + 1) !! r"£_1 <{>£ (k,r) = 1
r + o
(1.26)
i V rlim e f£ (k,r) 
•£ -*■ 00
(1.27)
and the Jost function f (k) by
f£ (k) = lim (kr) f£ (k,r)/(2£ - 1) !!
r -*• o
(1.28)
(The potential V(r) is assumed to satisfy the condition
dr r IV(r)| <  »
in addition to (1), so that the regular solution 4>^(k,r) does in fact exist.) 
Then the Green's function appropriate to the boundary conditions (21) and 
(22) is
G (k : r ,r') I p (“)Ä k5, (k ,r )f (-k ,r ) p i p < a p >
f0(-k ) i p
(1.29)
where r< is the lesser, and r> the greater, of r and r'.
Note that for Re p > 0 ,  the argument of k lies between 0 and tt , and
P 2
Im k > 0 .P
We shall use the following relations, which may be derived from 
the differential equation for <p and f , and the corresponding equationX/ X/
with v(r) = 0 for J£ :
dr' <f> (k ,r') J 0 (kr') £ p Z
(k2 - k2) P
J. (kr) ,<P (k ,r) ^  ^ P J , dr' v(r')  ^ (k ,r') J (kr')Z p Z (1.30a)
(18)
OO
dr ’ f (-k , r ' ) J.(kr') J i p  i
r
(k2 - k2) P
-W J (kr),f (-k ,r)i i p dr' v(r')f (-k , r ') J.(kr’)l , (1.30b)i p i
where the Wronskian is defined as
W g(r) , h(r) g (r) 9_ h (r) - 3_ g(r) h(r) 
3r 3r
(1.31)
By direct expansion of the Wronskians, and using Eq. (4.3) of Newton I960, 
we also have
f0 (“k , r) W i p Jl (kr)' W r> - <J> (k ,r) W i p J (kr), f (-k ,r) i i p _
= W f (-k , r) ,<p (k ,r) i p i p V kr)
(-) f (-k ) J (kr) i p i
P
(1.32)
Inserting (4) and (29) into Eq.(25), and using (30) and (32), we 
obtain for the Laplace transform
hm(k> --2A_ ]Vkr)
(k2 - k2)P
(-) Ä kÄ f (-k ,r) P £ P 
f0(-k )i p
dr' v(r')$Ä (k ,r')JÄ (kr
- (-)1 k2, <j> (k ,r)P £ P
f 0 (“k )i p




In the third term within the curly brackets, / dr' has been replaced by 
a r
/ dr', since v(r') is zero for r' > a. 
r
The derivation so far is valid for all values of r, so that we
could, if we wished, calculate the wave function ^(r,!) for points inside
the interaction region. Nussenzveig (1961) and Jeukenne (1967 b)
have carried out such calculations for the scattering problem in order to
follow the formation and decay of the "compound nucleus". We shall limit
our discussion to the external region r > a, however, and in this case the
a
first integral over r' in Eq.(33) becomes / , and the second integral over
r' vanishes. Using the relation
o
(-) f ^ (-k, r) = O^(kr) r >  a (1.34)
where 0^(kr) is the outgoing spherical Hankel function, and rewriting the 
r' integral by means of Eq.(30a), we obtain finally
M r'p>
r > a ^ \ m<k>.ji.„.K (kr) - v kpr) wCyka> ' W a)](k2 - k2) ^
P
a
+ I dk Ao (k) (-2i) 0 ( k  r) I dr’ J „ (kr* ) <J> 0 (k ,r’ ) £m 11 p o_______ £____  £ p____
w[o,, <kpa> Oya)]
(1-35)
The specification r > a will be omitted from subsequent equations, it being 
understood that the wave functions are those for the external region.
The first integral in Eq.(35) is given in Rosenfeld 1965, where 
the initial packet is assumed to be localised outside the potential, and 
the Laplace transform is derived by a different method. On taking the
(20)
imverse Laplace transform of this term, Rosenfeld obtains the wave function 
fcor the scattering problem in the form
. 2 .-ik T
*'ta,(r'T) dk A (k) J (kr) e£m ic
oo ' —  oo s
A£m(k) ° £ (r)> l  Pn (k) + 1  a (k) 1 3
0 n s-oLn (k-k ) n L
3r -
M (r,k , t )
- OO r "js
l  Pn (k) + 1  a (k) 1 3
n — — :— . s=o i 3r(-k-k ) L- n t —
M(r,-k ,x)
- J 2k p (k) M(r,k ,x)n n
(k2- k2) n
True operator D (r) is given by
(1.36)





(r) e' -k 0 (kr) 
2i
(1.38)









erfc (z) = 2
/n" 2
“ u   ^e du
fore complex z.
(21)
In writing Eq.(36) we have combined and of Rosenfeld's
Eq.(42) into the term in M(r,k,x), expressed in terms of M(r,-k,x), and
combined and S „ into the term in M(r,k ,1 ). The sums over n and s 3 4 n
arise from a Mittag - Leffler expansion of the Wronskian term in Eq.(35) :






The poles k are at the zeros of the Wronskian in the denominator, n
wfo (k a) ,<p (k ,a)"] = 0
L i n It n -1 (1.41)
and coincide with the poles of the S matrix (Humblet and Rosenfeld 1961). 
Comparing Eqs (4) and (36), it can be seen that the first integral in 
Eq.(36) is the wave function for the incident packet, and the second 
integral the wave function for the scattered packet.
Lozano (1953) has treated the scattering problem for arbitrary 
angular momentum by another method, and obtained a wave function similar 
to (36). Sasakawa (1959) has considered s-wave scattering, but he 
overlooks the poles of the S matrix in the evaluation of a contour 
integral, so that his expression for the wave function lacks the terms 
in M(r,k ,x).
The second integral in Eq.(35) represents the contribution from
the part of the initial packet inside the potential, as may be seen by
a
rearranging it into the form -2i f dr' G„ (k : r,r') (r') . We shallo i p Urn
calculate the inverse Laplace transform of this term, and obtain the wave
function for the decay problem.
(22)
The inverse Laplace transform is given by
^ m ( r ' T )
(1.42)
where Ch is a line in the right half of the p plane, parallel to the 
imaginary axis and as close to it as we please, Fig.l.
Fig. 1.1. Contour for Evaluation 
of the Inverse Laplace Transform.
Following Rosenfeld, we work within the k integral and calculate
a
j- =  1_ dp ePT (— 2 i) 0^(k r) | dr' J^(kr') <J>^ (k ,r') . (1.43)
2 tt i P J PC. o
w[ot (kpa),*£(kp ,a) ]
The integrand has a square root branch point at the origin, and we make a
cut from the origin along the negative real axis to infinity. The contour 
may then be completed by a semicircle , of infinite radius, in the left
(23)
half of the p plane, and an indentation C around the cut.o
The poles of the integrand are again given by Eq.(41), and they 
are distributed in the k plane as shown in Fig.2.
Fig.1.2 Zeros of wfo f (p 1 , Eq. (41) .L— X, icH a
------------ Second bisector.
B Bound state R Resonance V Virtual
A Antibound state TR Time-reversed TV Time-reversed
resonance virtual
We divide the k plane into two regions, labelled (l) and (2) ,
separated by the second bisector. From Eq.(23) we see that region (l) 
is mapped onto the first sheet ( - tt <. 0 <. it) of the p plane, and region (2) 
is mapped onto the second sheet (tt <  0 <. 3tt) . Accordingly, in integrating 
around the contour in Fig.l, we shall obtain contributions from the residues 
of the bound state and resonance poles in region (T) . The integral






The integral around the indentation C may be evaluated byo
reverting to the plane, where the path of integration coincides with
the second bisector. Denoting the integral by , and using Eq. (38)
to rewrite the Hankel function 0„(k r), we have
Z p
-f-00 —  j_00




4ik dr' (kr') (k^,r')
w[ 0 (k a) ,<|> (k ,a)u x, p x, p -1
(1.45)
<PZ (k,r) f^(_k) Xz (k,r) 
. Z+1
where x^(k /^ ) is the "physical" solution of the radial wave equation 
(Newton 1960), and
■Qo^(ka) ,<|>Ä(k,a) 3 = ^(-k)
(cf. Eqs (32), (34) ), so we have
-£+l4i k I dr' J 0 (kr')4»_ (k ,r')p i  Z Z p 4i kP dr' J£ (kr') Xjl0t .r')
l+l
w C°i (kpa> ' h (kp'a>^
We know that
(1.46)
xz(k'r) (Q (k^+ )^ as k -* 0 ,
so the function on the LHS of Eq.(46) has a first order zero at k = 0.
Er
Removing a factor ik , we obtain a meromorphic function of k , with polesp P
(25)
given by E q . (41), which approaches a finite limit as -* 0. The function 
may be expressed as a Mittag - Leffler expansion of the form
4k M  dr' J (kr')<j)0 (k ,r') = J p ' (k) + £ a'(k) k S , (1.47)p £ £ p  ^ n ^ s p
o _ _____________________n irnrn
WtVV >'VVa)^
where the sum over n includes all poles of regions (T) and (2) in Fig.2.
The residues p 1(k) and coefficients a'(k) have been primed to distinguish n s
them from similar quantities appearing in the expansion used by Rosenfeld, 
E q . (40).
To prove that the sum over the poles in E q . (47) converges, we
compare the residue p'(k) with the residue p (k) of E q . (40). If we denoten n
by a further p^ the residue of the scattering amplitude
S.(k ) -1£ p _2i
W [ 0 4(kpa),*£(kp ,a)l
(1.48)
at the pole k , Rosenfeld has shown that n
(k) = -1_ wQj (ka), 0 (k a) J
,£+1 * * n k
(1.49)
Now it can be seen from Eqs (47) and (48) that
P' (k) n 2i 1
k 0 n -
dr' J (kr') <J> „ (k ,r')36 36 n (1.50)
W C Ji(kna>'*ll(kn 'a) ]
(26)
Using the fact that W 0„ (k a) ,<f> (k ,a)| = 0 we can write^ £ n £ n
w[vkna)' W a)^ W C V kna)' V kna)3 h (kn'a)
o (k a) £ n
~kn W a)
O (k a) £ n
The function <f> (k,r) is given by (Newton 1960)
4>^ (k,r) = i_ 1
2 . £+1 k
f^(-k)f^(k,r) - (-) f^(k)f^(-k,r)
but
f0(-k ) £ n
W r)
2.+ 11 1 (-) f (k ) f (-k ,r)2 7 w i  I n i n
Then from Eqs (50),(51) and (52)
P ’ (k)n -2i_, £+1 k on —
dr' J.(kr') f0(-k ,r') O 0(k a)£ £ n £ n
f„ (-k ,a) £ n
Comparing Eqs (49) and (53) we have
P ' (k) n
pn (k)
2i I dr' J^(kr') f^-k^r') x
f 0 (“k /a) £ n
0 (k a) £ n









o ik r . £ n i e
k -► 00n 1
and except for a finite number of bound states, the pole k^ is given by
k = K - i y , Y > 0 ,  so for Ik I sufficiently large, the integrand n n n n n ,Y r '
in the first term of Eq. (54) contains a factor e . Thus as Ik I -► 00
• i nik a
the integral is 0 ( e  n ) , and
dr' J.(kr*) f.(-k ,r') £ £ n 0  (1) as |k I -> 00 1 n 1 (1.55)
Further,
f0 (-k ,a) £ n
0 (k a) £ n
k -► 00 n 1
o lk a. -£ n l e
0 (k a) £ n
wdVka>< V kna)] kl n J
(1.56)
Combining Eqs (54) , (55) and (56) ,
P' (k) n
pn (k)
6 ikl n J
k 00 n 1 (1.57)
and the series in Eq.(47) converges by comparison with the corresponding 
series in Eq.(40).
On inserting the expansion (47) into Eq.(45), we obtain two types 
of integrals. The first is related to the function F (kn) appearing in 
Rosenfeld's paper, defined by
( 2 8 )
4 -0 0  — j_ 00




i k r - i k 2x 
2 ( 1 . 5 8 )




— 0 0 4 - 2 . 0 0
ik  r - i k z x
dk ik  e 
P P - k -  k 
P n
9 F (k ) 
9 r  n
( 1 . 5 9 )
The seco n d  ty p e  o f  i n t e g r a l  may be e x p re s s e d  in  te rm s  o f  th e  




— 0 0 4 -  2 .0 0
dk e
i k r - i k 2x
2 -1  /5T
2 - 1




- i  e ‘
/2TTiT
1 U( r , x ) ( 1 . 6 0 )
Then
4 - 0 0 — 2 . 0 0
1
2-rri
dk ik  e 
P P
ik  r - i k 2x 
P J2.
2 k s 
P





1 U ( r , x ) ( 1 . 6 1 )
F i n a l l y ,  from  Eqs (45) , (47) , (59) and (61)  , th e  i n t e g r a l  a ro u n d  th e  c u t  i s
OO




1 U( r , x ) ( 1 . 6 2 )
(29)
Returning to Eq.(44), the residue at a pole in region (J?) may be 
obtained by inspection from Eqs (45) and (47) :
ik r-ik2x n n
res D^(r) e ik p ' (k) n n
Vr> I9r
ik r-ik2x n n
P '(k) e n (1.63)
In combining Eqs (62) and (63), we use the following expressions for F(k^) 
(Rosenfeld 1965, Eq.(49) ) :
F(k ) n
ik r-ik2t n n
e 2 M(r,k ,x) , k in (T)n n ^
- M(r,k ,x) n k in (2 ) n ^
(1.64)
where M(r,k ,x) is defined by Eq. (39). Then from Eqs (44) , (62) and (63) , n
4 V r) i 1 Ip;00
n
M(r,kn ,x) - I
s=o
a ' (k) s 3 9rJ
U(r ,x)






where we have used
9 M(r,k ,x) 
9r n
ik M(r,k ,x) n n U(r,x)
(30)
Finally, placing Eq. (65) within the momentum integral we obtain the wave 
function for the decay problem
im (r ,x)
00
dk A. (k) D. (r) J £m £
o
l J k p ' (k) M(r ,k ,t ) u n n nn
00
S +  l
+ l <*;<k) 1 3
s=o i 3r
U(r,x) (1.66)
The wave function (66) is similar in form to the scattering wave
function (36), though we may note certain differences. In Eq.(36) the
first integral represents the wave function of the unscattered packet, and
the second the wave function of the scattered packet. Eq.(66) does not 
f -ik^x
contain a term dk A^(k) (kr) e 2““ . in the decay problem,
o
of course, the whole of the initial packet interacts with the potential,
and no part of it experiences free propagation. Both wave functions
contain the functions M(r,k ,x) summed over all the poles, but the termsn
in M(r,k,x) and M(r,-k,x) in Eq.(36) have been replaced by the term in 
U(r,x) in Eq.(66). It is a general feature of this type of calculation 
that the functions M(r,k,x) and M(r,-k,x) appear only in the wave function 
for the scattering problem (cf Moshinsky 1951, Lozano 1953, 1954).
Wave functions for decay situations have been obtained by
Lozano (1954), Nussenzveig (1961), and Jeukenne (1968). It is difficult
to compare our result with those of Lozano and Nussenzveig, however, since
there are considerable differences in approach - Lozano expands the
initial packet in a Fourier sine series and obtains the wave function as a
sum over the terms of the series, while Nussenzveig considers a partially
transparent sphere, V(r) = 1_ A 6 (r-a), rather than a general potential.
2 a
(31)
Jeukenne has treated the s-wave case for an arbitrary potential, 
and obtained a wave function in terms of a propagator
ip(r,r) 2i
ar
G (r, r ', t ) f(r') dr'
o
(1.67)
where f(r) (= 0 for r > a) is the initial packet. The propagator
contains coefficients c (r') and C (r'), and on settings n
a
h (a) s 2i f(r') c (r') dr' s
0
and
g (a) n f(r') C (r') dr' n
the wave function is obtained in the form
ip (r,r) = -l I k g (a) M(r-a, k ,x)
L n n nn
0 m+2
1 q (a) k ™  £ kS i a m+2-s m+l+ I h (a) 1 1 3_ ’
s+1
L n n u nn s=o li
L s —s=o s! i 3r
(1.68)
where the sum over n is over all poles of the scattering matrix.
After making allowance for the use of the space-time propagator
rather than the momentum expansion, this wave function may be compared with
Eq. (66). The main difference arises from the fact that Jeukenne has used
a Cauchy expansion rather than a Mittag - Leffler expansion in his derivation,
00 m+1
so the infinite series £ in Eq.(66) is replaced by a polynomial £
s=o s=o
The parameter m is determined by the potential V(r), and is the smallest
integer for which
( 3 2 )





In  o r d e r  t o  w r i t e  th e  s c a t t e r i n g  m a t r ix  as  a Cauchy e x p a n s io n
(H um blet and Je u k en n e  1966) i t  i s  n e c e s s a r y  t o  s e p a r a te  o u t  th e  h a rd
s p h e re  s c a t t e r i n g  te rm . A s i m i l a r  s e p a r a t i o n  h a s  b een  c a r r i e d  o u t  in
th e  p r o p a g a to r  G ( r # r ' , t ) ,  and t h i s  a c c o u n ts  f o r  th e  p re s e n c e  o f  th e
r a d i a l  v a r i a b l e  r - a  i n  E q . ( 68) .  The d o u b le  sum in  th e  f i r s t  te rm
w i th in  s q u a re  b r a c k e t s  h a s  i t s  o r i g i n  in  th e  p o le  te rm s  o f  th e  Cauchy
m+2ex p a n sio n #  w hich  a r e  o f  th e  form  C ( r ' )n
k -  k
I t  i s  q u i t e  d i f f i c u l t  to  sa y  a n y th in g  a b o u t th e  r e l a t i v e  
im p o r ta n c e  o f  i n d i v i d u a l  te rm s  i n  a wave f u n c t io n  su ch  a s  (66) o r  ( 3 6 ) ,  
and we s h a l l  n o t  a t t e m p t  to  do s o .  R o s e n fe ld , N u ssen zv e ig #  and Jeu k en n e
have exam ined d i f f e r e n t  a s p e c t s  o f  t h i s  p ro b lem  and in  f a c t  J e u k e n n e ' s  u se  
o f  th e  Cauchy e x p a n s io n  i s  aim ed a t  s im p l i f y in g  th e  s e p a r a t i o n  o f  b a c k g ro u n d  
and re s o n a n c e  te rm s . Our i n t e r e s t #  h o w ev er, l i e s  more in  th e  o v e r a l l  
a p p e a ra n c e  o f  th e  wave fu n c t io n #  and we s h a l l  be a b le  to  sa y  so m e th in g  
f u r t h e r  a b o u t t h i s  i n  C h a p te r  2 .
l c .  The M Functions
A w e l l  known d i f f i c u l t y  i n  s t a t i o n a r y  s c a t t e r i n g  th e o r y  a r i s e s  
i n  c o n n e c t io n  w ith  th e  wave f u n c t io n  f o r  a  d e c a y in g  re s o n a n c e  s t a t e .
The "Gamow s t a t e "  wave f u n c t i o n s ,  w hich  in c r e a s e  e x p o n e n t i a l l y  w ith
(33)
distance, cannot be normalised in the usual way, and require the introduction 
of special techniques (Berggren 1968, Romo 1968, Huby 1969, Fuller 1969).
The problem of the "exponential catastrophe" is not unique to quantum 
mechanics however (Beck and Nussenzveig 1960), and its origin lies in the 
assumption that the exponentially decaying state has been in existence for 
an indefinite time. The difficulty may be removed by taking into account 
the excitation of the system at some initial instant.
In the wave function (36) the place of the Gamow states is taken
by the functions M(r,k ,t ) for poles k , and these ensure that no exponentialn n
catastrophe occurs. To see this, let us study the behaviour of the M function
for an arbitrary pole, k = k - iy , of the S matrix. From Fig.2, k = 0n n n n
and y < 0  for a bound state pole, but otherwise y > 0 , and the pole lies n n
in the lower half of the k plane.
We define
with




k r n (kz + yz)x n n





From the asymptotic behaviour of the complementary error function 
(Abramowitz and Stegun 1964) we have
(34)
M(r,k ,t ) n
Re oo >  o n
ik r-ikzT n n -r2
2 2ixe + e
2 /n
1 - 1 + ... + (-) (2m - 1 ) 1! + ...







+ (-) (2m - l):: + ...
(2o32)m
(1.72b)
ik r-ik2x n n
The term e « e
Y r n in Eq.(72a) corresponds to the Gamow state in
stationary theory. From Eq.(71) this term can occur if k^ is a bound state
or a resonance (< > y >0) pole, but only the latter need be consideredn n
since y is negative for a bound state, n
For a given value of x, M(r,k ,x) behaves according to (72a) for
11 Ynrr < (k - y )t , and the term proportional to e is present in the wave n n
function. As r increases beyond the value (k - y )x , however. Re u)n n n
becomes positive, and for r large M(r,k ,x) decreases smoothly in accord-n
-ance with (72b). The properties of the M function are such that the
Gamow state term is cut off in the region r (k - y )x . and then n
exponential catastrophe is avoided. Roughly speaking, we may think of 
(k^ - Yn)T as the point which the exponential wave front has reached at 
time x.
Moshinsky (1952b) has shown that the function M(x,k,x), k real, 
describes transient effects which arise when a steady beam of particles 
(of momentum k) is disturbed. If the beam is confined to the region
(35)
x 4  0 by a perfect absorber placed at the origin, and the absorber is 
suddenly removed at t = 0, the wave function for subsequent times is just 
M(x,k,x) .
Classically, the current detected at a point x > 0 would be
zero until t = x , where v is the velocity of the particles, and constant 
v
thereafter. In quantum mechanics, however, the current exhibits 
oscillations, and the stationary value is attained only in the limit 
t -* °°, as the transient terms die away. The mathematical form of the 
transient current is closely related to an expression arising in optics, 
in connection with Fresnel diffraction by a straight edge, and Moshinsky 
has labelled the quantum - mechanical effect "diffraction in time".
In scattering situations, such as the scattering of a plane wave 
by a hard sphere (Moshinsky 1952 a), the functions M(r,k,x) and M(r,-k,x) 
again represent the transient behaviour of the system as it changes from 
the initial state (plane wave) to the final state (plane wave plus scattered 
wave). The correspondence between the interrupted beam experiment and 
scattering is made more obvious if the absorber at the origin is replaced by 
a perfect reflector, when the wave function for t > 0 becomes M(x,k,x) - 
M(x,-k,x).
Sasakawa and Rosenfeld have separated out the transient and 
asymptotic parts of the scattering wave function (36) using the behaviour of 
the M functions as x + From Eq.(72),
ikr-ik2x
M(r,k,x) e
X  -> 00
M(r,-k,x) = 0






Then with the relations
I p (k) + I a (k) kv
(k-k ) n
s=o
-l V k> ' 1
and
k D (r) e -1_ O (kr) 
2i
where S (k) is the S matrix for the 5,'th partial wave, the asymptotic part
asymV (r'T)
-ik2x* \m<k) i vkr) +1-vk> -10 ^ (kr) he
If we note that (Eq.(48) )
(1.73)
w Q  (ka) ,<f>Ä (k,a)] 
w[ 0^ (ka) ,(j)^ (k ,a)J
■h [s.,m ■i]
it may be seen that in the calculation of the inverse Laplace transform fcr
the scattering wave function (cf Eqs (35) and (42) ), the term (73) is just
the residue at the pole p = -ik2 . The term within curly brackets in
2
Eq.(73) is familiar as the £'th partial wave component of the total wave 
function in stationary scattering theory - J (kr) is the component of the
incident plane wave, and 1_




SCATTERING STATE EXPANSION OF THE WAVE FUNCTION 
2a. The t = 0 Wave Function
In the derivation of the wave function in Chapter 1, the first
step was to obtain an expression for the Laplace transform ip (r,p) inJem
terms of the initial packet $> (r) and the Green's function G„ (k : r;r') ,Jim It p
Eq.(1.25). We then wrote the Green's function in terms of the regular 
and irregular solutions of the radial wave equation, Eq.(1.29), and 
proceeded to the calculation of the inverse Laplace transform, which 
eventually gave us the wave function in the form (1.36) and (1.66) , 
containing the functions M(r,k ,x) and U(r,x).
We shall now show that the wave function can be obtained in a 
much simpler form by using an alternative expression for the Green's 
function. Let us define scattering states x^(k,r) and bound states 
(r) by the relations
X  (k,r) = k^*1 <f> (k,r)
f£ (-k)
(2.1)
xjn ) (r) = <|> (-iy ,r) , (2.2)Je Jo____n
Nn
where k = -iy , y < 0 , is a bound state pole of the S matrix, and N is n n n n
(n)a normalisation constant. The functions x^(^/r) and x£ ' (r) satisfy the 
orthogonality relations
(38)
dr x£ (k,r) X£ (k*,r) tt_ 6 (k - k ') 
2
(2.3a)
(n) (n')dr x£ (r) X£ (r) nn (2.3b)
dr x„ (kf r) (r) (2.3c)
and the completeness relation
dk xf(k,r) X£(k/r') + £ X£n)(r) X£n)(r') 6 (r - r ') (2.4)
Then the Green's function G.(k : r,r') is given by (Newton 1960)
Z p
G (k : r , r ' )£ p dk X £ (k/r) x£ (k,r') + I (r) x£n ) (r') , (2.5)
k2 - k 2 k z - k ‘
where the sum over n refers to bound state poles only. t
Now let us use E q . (5) in the expression for the Laplace transform,
E q . (1.25):
t Our notation differs from Newton's in two respects. In the definition 
of the bound state wave function, E q . (2), yn is negative, whereas 
Newton uses <j)£ (-i<n ,r) with <n positive. Since <f>£ (k,r) is a function 
of k2 only, the same wave function is obtained in each case. The 
Green's function used in the thesis differs by a sign from that of 
Newton - compare E q . (6.1) of Newton 1960 with our E q . (1.24).
(39)




dk x£ (k#r) x l (k /r ') $£m (r'}
kz - k'
dr' 5; xfn) (r) x!n) (r') (r')
kz - k'
2i B.m(k) *£ (k'r) +
kz - k'
2i I B (n) (n)£m h  (r)
• 2 _  v 2
(2.6)
V(k) 2 TT " dr' h m lr,> V k'r') (2.7)
and ,<n)£m dr' * (r‘) x ‘n > (r') (2 .8 )
The 1), are the coefficients in the expansion of <I> (r) in terns of the£m £m(n J
complete set x^O*/*-), x^ ; (r) ,
$£m (r) B £m(k) X£ (k,r) + I B lm (r) (2'9)
as may be seen by applying the orthogonality relations (3) to Eq.(9).
(40)
The inverse Laplace transform of E q . (6) may be calculated by 
completing the contour around an infinite semicircle in the left half of 
the p plane, Fig.l.
Fig.2.1 Contour for Evaluation of the 
Inverse Laplace Transform of E q . (6)








where k = k or k , and k^ = 2ip. Then the time-dependent wave function is v n p
Jim(r ,x)
00 -ik2x







The wave function (11) has a simple interpretation, since it is
just the form obtained by expanding the initial packet in terms of scatter-
_iHting and bound states, Eq.(9), and applying the operator e , where H is
the total Hamiltonian. It is clear from the derivation that the wave
functions (1.36), or (1.66), and (2.11) are completely equivalent, and
differ only in the expansion of the initial packet. If the packet is
expanded in terms of plane waves, which are not eigenstates of H, it is
_iHtnot possible to apply the operator e directly, and the Laplace trans­
form method of Chapter 1 must be used to derive the wave function. If,
instead, the packet is expanded in terms of scattering states, the operator 
— iH te may be used, and the wave function is obtained in the form (2.11).
The scattering state expansion is actually the starting point for 
the derivations of Moshinsky and Lozano. In the wave packet treatment,
Lozano expresses the coefficient B. as an integral containing A„ and thex-m Jcir
functions and The wave function (11) is then converted to the form
(1.36) by means of contour integration, when the M functions arise at. poles 
k - ie, -k-ie, and the poles of the S matrix. A similar method cf obtain­
ing the wave function of Chapter 1 from the scattering state expansion has 
been suggested by Beck and Nussenzveig (1960), but they do not actually 
carry out the calculation. In the present discussion the use of the Green's 
function provides a particularly simple means of proving the equivalence of 
the wave function (1.36) and the expansion in scattering states. We shall 
use the form (2.11) in discussing the relationship between the t - 0 wave 
function and the standard wave function for scattering problems, which 
involves the asymptotic limit t -> -°° .
It will be noted from Eq.(9) that the initial packet contains, in 
general, a bound state component B ^  . This means that in the scattering 
(or decay) process, some fraction of the packet is left behind in the 
interaction region, even as t -> +°° . It is usual to avoid this situation
(42)
by assuming that the initial packet is orthogonal to all bound states, i.e.
(n)
£m 0 for all n . (2.12)
At this point, we shall make a brief diversion to mention a 
method of treating wave packet scattering which is used in several text 
books (Merzbacher 1961, Rodberg & Thaler 1967). The method is due to 
Low (1959), and may be applied only to "long" wave packets containing a 
narrow range of momenta. It is normally discussed in terms of the three- 
dimensional form of the wave function, Y(r,t), but we shall consider the 
corresponding partial wave components in order to show its relationship to 
the present work.
The initial packet is specified at t = 0, and expanded in terms 
of plane waves, with the radial component of the &'th partial wave given by 
(Eq.(1.4) )
00
V r) = I ^ A*m(k) Vkr) • (2-13)
0
The packet is situated at a distance L from the scatterer, and has a mean 
momentum p^ directed towards the scatterer and a spread in momentum 
Ap <<: PQ • The width of the packet, Ax, is chosen to satisfy the 
conditions Ap Ax -ft , so that Ax is actually a minimum, Ax << L , so 
that the initial overlap between packet and scatterer is negligible, and 
Ax >> b, where b is the radius of the scatterer. Finally, it is assumed 
that Ax does not change appreciably in the course of the experiment, and 
this yields the "constant shape" condition (Ap)2T << 1, where y is the
y
mass of the particle, and T a characteristic time ( *** 2L ) .
P0/u
(43)
With these restrictions on the position and shape of the initial 
packet, it is proved that the plane waves may be replaced by scattering 
states in the initial expansion without affecting the form of the packet,
i. e.
V (r) ~  j dk \ m (k) X£(k'r)
0
(2.14)
Then the time-dependent wave function for the interacting packet is
-iHtobtained by applying e to the expansion (14), and the wave function
—iH tfor the unscattered packet by applying e ° to the expansion (13).
The wave function for the scattered packet may be separated out from the 
total wave function, and it is found to consist of an outgoing packet, of 
width Ax in the radial direction, which reaches a radius r at time 
t = (L + r ) . The shape of the scattered packet in the radial direction
P0A*
is similar to the shape of the initial packet in the incident direction.
(The differential cross section for scattei.'ing into an angle 0 may be
calculated quite easily, and it has the usual form |f (0)|2 , wherePo
f,_ (0) is the scattering amplitude for a plane wave of momentum p .)Pn *
The treatment of scattering by Goldberger and Watson (1964,
Chap.3) is similarly restricted to wave packets with a narrow momentum 
distribution, which propagate without changing shape. The initial 
packet is specified at a finite time tQ , and the method of deriving the 
wave function for subsequent times differs from that of Low. However, 
by extrapolating their E q . (70) back to time t , and comparing with their 
Eqs (28b) and (33), it may be seen that the initial packet satisfies Low's 
condition of having the same coefficients whether expanded in plane waves 
or scattering states. Messiah (1965) uses the basic idea of Low's 
derivation, but his proof of the equivalence of the two expansions involves
the limit t -+ -°° .
(44)
We can see from Eqs (9), (13) and (14) that for packets which 
are almost monochromatic, much larger than the scatterer, and situated at
a long distance from the scatterer, the coefficients A. (k) and (k) areJem x,m
approximately equal. In experiments involving accelerators, the incident 
packets will usually satisfy these three conditions, and the scattering 
may be treated by Low's method. In more general scattering situations,
however, the coefficients A n (k) and B. (k) are not equal, and the exactJem Jem
wave functions (1.36) or (2.11) must be used.
2b. The t -* -» Wave Function and the Asymptotic Limit
Treatments of wave packet scattering using the asymptotic limit 
have been given by several authors, notably Moses (1955), Jauch (1958) 
and Haag (1960). The notation used in these papers is rather abstract, 
however, and we shall refer instead to the paper by Green and Lanford 
(1960), in which the correspondence between the Hilbert space notation 
and the more familiar partial wave expansion is made clear.
scattering is the following (Green and Lanford 1960, Eq.(1.1) ): For
every element u belonging to the Hilbert space of the free Hamiltonian PI ,
there are elements u + belonging to the continuum subspace of the total 
Hamiltonian H, such that





and lim e 
t -*■ + 0 0
-iHt 0 (2.15b)
(45)
The Hilbert space elements are just normalised wave packets, and the 
restriction on u+ to the continuum subspace of H means that these packets 
contain no bound state components. The double bars in Eqs (15) signify 
the norm,
(2.16)
and the functions in Eqs (15) thus approach each other in the sense of 
strong convergence.
The elements u+ are related to u by the Miller wave matrices,
*u+ = u , and the S matrix is given by S = ft . Green and
Lanford find the following expressions for and S :
n F 1 £exp (± 16 ^ (k) ) Fo
S = "o' [®xp (2i<S£ F0
The operators F^ and F transform an element u into the partial wave 
expansion appropriate to the space of and the continuum subspace of H 
respectively; <5^  (k) is the phase shift for the £'th partial wave.
In partial wave notation, if
-ik2x
Ut m (r'T) dk A ta(k) 2i7rj
(kr) e (2.17)
then U£m(r'T)
1.6.00 " ~ L
dk A (k) e ifj (r,k) e.'em x, (2.18)
and U l m lr'r>
-i«,(k) ^A lm(k> e V r'k) e (2.19)
(46)
Equations (17) to (19) correspond to Eq.(4.31) of Green and Lanford I960, 
with the notation u retained instead of g. To avoid confusion with our 
scattering state x^O^r), we have replaced the coefficients xm  ^(JO of
Green and Lanford by A. (k). Green and Lanford's scattering stateJem
ip (r,k) , which appears in Eqs (18) and (19) , is related to ours by
V r,k) -ifi (k)* e X*(k,r) (2.20)
and this is the origin of the factor 2
(TTj
in Eq.(17).
If we were asked to specify the position and shape of the initial
packet in this version of scattering theory, we might try to re-express the
theorem (15) in the following way: Let the wave function for the scatter-
iing system at finite time x be given by
-ikzx
th m lr'T) ^  A * m (k ) X * < k 'r; e (2.21)





dk A (k) J (kr) e56m 56 (2.22)
and the final state
(r)56m lim
T  ->  + oo
o —ik2xr 2i6 (k)
dk A (k) e J (kr) e56m 56 (2.23)
t The factor in Eqs (17) and (20) has been absorbed in the definition
of A (k).J6m
(47)
The equations (21) and (22) highlight the essential differences 
between the usual treatment of scattering, and that in which the initial 
state is given at t ~ 0. Although we have arranged that the same
coefficients A. (k) appear in Eqs (22) and (1.4), the initial packetsx,m
represented by these equations are of quite different appearance in 
co-ordinate space. The packet (1.4) may be of any shape, and may be 
situated at any finite distance from the scatterer. The packet (22) is 
necessarily "thinly spread" over all space, with its centre at an
I
infinite distance from the scatterer. The functions (r) and (r)£m £m
in Eqs (22) and (23) are actually symbolic, since the limit on the RHS of 
each equation is zero for all r.
The wave functions (11) and (21) are similar in appearance, if 
we assume the bound state terms to be omitted from Eq.(11), but they have 
rather different significance. At time t = 0, the wave function (11) 
represents the incident packet alone, with no scattered waves yet present. 
The wave function (21) at time t = 0 contains both incident and scattered 
packets, since the scattering has already been in progress for an infinite 
time.
The use of the asymptotic limit t is often justified or.
the grounds that the incident packet is initially a long distance from 
the target, or that a long time elapses between formation of the packet 
and its interaction with the scatterer. In most scattering experiments, 
the packet must travel the length of the accelerator tube before striking 
the target, and the distances and times involved in this journey are long 
on the quantum scale. However we have seen in the discussion of Low's 
method that a packet specified at t = 0 may still be situated a long way 
from the target. If the scattering takes place in the interval t = 0 
to t = +“ , the packet may take an arbitrarily long time to reach the
(48)
scatterer. There does not seem to be any conflict, therefore, between 
the use of the initial condition t = 0 and the occurrence of large 
distances and times in normal scattering experiments.
A more general argument for the limits t ■> ±°° is based on the 
idea that the incident and scattered particles are "asymptotically free" 
(Jauch 1958, Haag 1960). Since wave packets in non-relativistic quantum 
mechanics cannot propagate with sharp wave fronts (Van Kämpen 1953), the 
wave packets must always have some overlap with the potential, and 
strictly speaking their propagation is always governed by the full 
Hamiltonian H. However as |t| *> 00 , and provided the wave packets have
no bound state components, the probability density at any point within
-3the potential goes to zero as t In this limit, the incident and
scattered packets have negligible overlap with the potential, and their 
propagation is essentially free.
Now a packet specified at t = 0 may also have negligible over­
lap with the potential. If the parameters of the packet are suitably 
chosen, the overlap will remain negligible until the main body of the 
packet reaches the interaction region at some collision time t^ . The
packet propagates "freely" from t = 0 to t = t . It seems, therefore,c
that the requirements usually associated with the asymptotic limit may 
also be satisfied by a treatment in which the initial packet is given at 
t = 0. Such a treatment has the additional advantage that it is 
directly applicable to scattering situations, such as proximity scattering,
which involve small distances and times.
( 4 9 )
2c. Transients
Our i n i t i a l  i n t e r e s t  i n  th e  t  = 0 wave f u n c t i o n  a ro s e  p a r t l y  
from  th e  p o s s i b i l i t y  o f  i n v e s t i g a t i n g  t r a n s i e n t  e f f e c t s .  We m ig h t  
e x p e c t  t h a t  in  a g e n e r a l  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  t im e  d e l a y ,  th e  t r a n s i e n t  and 
a s y m p to t i c  p a r t s  o f  th e  s c a t t e r i n g  wave f u n c t i o n  i n  C h a p te r  1 would 
g iv e  r i s e  t o  s e p a r a t e  t e r m s ,  from which one c o u ld  draw c o n c lu s io n s  
a b o u t  th e  s i g n i f i c a n c e  o f  t r a n s i e n t  e f f e c t s  in  a g iv e n  s i t u a t i o n .
However on th e  g e n e r a l  q u e s t i o n  o f  t r a n s i e n t s  i n  t im e - d e p e n d e n t  
s c a t t e r i n g  t h e o r y ,  a d i s t i n c t i o n  may be made be tw een  p la n e  wave d e r i v ­
a t i o n s  and th o s e  u s in g  wave p a c k e t s .
In  th e  p l a n e  wave a p p ro a c h ,  th e  p a r t i c l e  i s  i n i t i a l l y  and
f i n a l l y  i n  a s t a t i o n a r y  s t a t e ,  w i th  t h e  t r a n s i t i o n  from one s t a t e  t o
th e  o t h e r  p ro d u ce d  by an i n t e r a c t i o n  w hich v a r i e s  w i th  t im e .  The
e a r l y  t r e a t m e n t  o f  s c a t t e r i n g  by D i r a c  (1 9 2 7 ) ,  f o r  exam p le ,  s t a r t s  w i th
an i n i t i a l  s t a t e  \p w hich i s  an e i g e n s t a t e  o f  t h e  f r e e  H a m il to n ia n  H , o o
and t o  t h i s  a p p l i e s  a p e r t u r b a t i o n  V , s w i tc h e d  on a t  t im e  t  = 0 . The
m ethod o f  v a r i a t i o n  o f  c o n s t a n t s  i s  u se d  t o  c a l c u l a t e  t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y ,
la  ( t )  l 2- , t h a t  th e  sy s te m  i s  a f t e r w a r d s  i n  t h e  s t a t e  ip , a l s o  an' n 1 n
e i g e n s t a t e  o f  H . The d e r i v a t i o n  o f  fo rm a l  s c a t t e r i n g  t h e o r y  by o
Lippmann and Schw inger (1950) s i m i l a r l y  u s e s  p l a n e  waves f o r  th e  i n i t i a l  
and f i n a l  s t a t e ,  b u t  i n  t h i s  c a se  t h e  i n t e r a c t i o n  i s  s w i tc h e d  on and o f f  
a d i a b a t i c a l l y . C ross  s e c t i o n s  a r e  c a l c u l a t e d  from co , t h e  p r o b a b i l i t y  
p e r  u n i t  t im e  o f  t r a n s i t i o n s  from  s t a t i o n a r y  s t a t e  a t o  s t a t i o n a r y  s t a t e  b .  
In  d e r i v a t i o n s  o f  t h i s  t y p e ,  com ponents  o f  t h e  wave f u n c t i o n  w hich  decay  
t o  z e ro  a s  t  +  +“  , i . e .  a s  s t a t i o n a r y  c o n d i t i o n s  a r e  r e - e s t a b l i s h e d ,  may 
p r o p e r l y  be l a b e l l e d  " t r a n s i e n t " .
(50)
In the wave packet treatment of scattering, the final state of 
the system contains the scattered and unscattered packets, both of which 
undergo spreading as they move away from the region of interaction. As 
a consequence of the spreading, the total wave function in any finite 
region decays to zero as t -* +°° . Stationary conditions are not 
established, and in a sense the whole wave function is "transient".
Moshinsky's discussion of scattering uses a plane wave for the 
initial state, and after the scatterer is inserted into the beam of 
particles the wave function contains transient components, described by 
the functions M. The transient terms go to zero as the system approaches 
a new stationary state in the limit t +00 . In the corresponding wave 
packet treatment, however, the situation is rather different, as may be 
seen by examining the "asymptotic" part of the wave function separated 
out by Sasakawa and Rosenfeld. This term is (Eq.(1.73) )
asym
£m (r ,t ) I ^  A*m(k>{ V kr) + j.[Vk)
o
(2.24)
We may use the relation
X^Owr) V kr) UV k> -x] 0£ (kr) r ^  a , (2.25)
to write it in the form
00 -ik2x
' C 1™  <r'T) = I A*m(k) X«.(k'r) 6 2 • (2‘26)
0
It is now identical with the expression (21), and by the discussion 
following that equation we see that as x -+ +00 , the limit of the RHS of 
Eq.(26) is zero for all r. Thus the whole of the wave function (1.36),
(51)
including the asymptotic part, goes to zero as x +00 .
It is interesting to note that a direct connection exists 
between Dirac's perturbation treatment of scattering, and the M functions 
of Chapter 1. Moshinsky (1952a) has considered the problem of a plane 
wave, e ° , which is disturbed at time t = 0 by the sudden insertion of
a hard sphere scatterer at the origin. As t -* +°° , the system gradually 
reverts to a new stationary state, with the transient behaviour being 
described by the functions M. Moshinsky calculates the probability that 
the scattered particles have energy E at time t (the probability amplitude
OO
involves Fourier transforms of M functions, / dr M(r, kQ, t) sin kr ), ando
obtains the result sin2^(E-Eq )t , where En is the energy of the original
<E-E0 )2
plane wave. In Dirac's calculation, the probability |an (t)|2 that the 
system is in the eigenstate with energy E^ at time t is proportional to
sin2 *2(En - EQ)t . The similarity of these results arises from the fact 
<En - Eo>2
that in both cases a stationary state is disturbed at time t = 0.
The function sin2is(En - EQ)t is related, by a well known 
(En - Eo> *
argument, to the problem of conservation of energy (Dirac 1927). For 
finite times the function is peaked around E , and there is a finite 
probability of finding the particle with energy En ^  EQ . As t increases, 
however, the width of the peak decreases, and in the limit t -> +°° the 
function becomes a 6 function, and ensures that the scattered particles 
have exactly the same energy as the incident particles. We may note 
here another difference between the plane wave and wave packet treatments 
of scattering, since particles described by wave packets do not have a 
definite energy.
t It should perhaps be mentioned that Sasakawa, who is interested mainly 
in long wave packets, describes as "transient" effects which arise as 
the front or rear of the packet moves across the scatterer. This 
suggests that when the scatterer is submerged in the body of the wave 
packet, stationary conditions prevail, and although this is a good 
approximation for long wave packets, it is not true in general.
(52)
Our original calculation of time delay used the t = 0 wave 
function in the form (1.36), since it was hoped to obtain contributions 
rrom the M functions representing transient effects. While the calcul­
ation could be carried out with the wave function of Chapter 1, it is 
much easier to use the scattering state expansion (2.11), and this we 
shall do in subsequent chapters. It will be found that the calculation 
and the results still contain new features, and these arise from specify­
ing the initial packet at t = 0 rather than in the limit t -* -00 .
(53)
CHAPTER 3
TIME DELAY OF A SCATTERED WAVE PACKET
3a. Introduction
The idea of time delay in quantum scattering processes is
familiar from nuclear reaction theory, where it provides the basis for 
the distinction between compound nucleus and direct reactions. In a 
compound nucleus reaction, the incident particle excites many degrees of 
freedom in the target nucleus, so that its energy is rapidly spread amongst 
all the target nucleons. After a considerable number of energy exchanges, 
and a long time delay, sufficient energy is concentrated in the final state 
particle for it to be emitted from the compound nucleus. In a direct 
reaction, on the other hand, the energy of the incident particle is trans­
ferred to the final state particle almost immediately, and the particle is 
emitted with very little delay. Of course, it is usual to think in terms 
of level widths, rather than lifetimes, and so compound nucleus processes 
are characterised by very narrow resonances, direct processes by broad 
resonances.
the phase shift was first obtained by Eisenbud (1948) , who considered the 
scattering of a wave packet with a narrow momentum distribution, and 
followed the motion of the "centre" of the packet (see also Bohm 1951). 
Let the scattered packet have the asymptotic wave function
An expression relating the time delay for elastic scattering to
OO





where f (k,0) f (k, 0) ein (k)
is the scattering amplitude, and A(k) is strongly peaked around k = kQ .
At time t, the centre of the scattered packet is at that value of r which 
makes the phase of the integrand in (1) stationary, i.e. at
d. (kr + n ~ 'hk2 t ) 
dk 2y k=k




The time t, is the amount by which the scattered packet (at angle 0) is d
delayed over the corresponding free packet. If the scattering amplitude 
is expanded in partial waves,
f (k,0) = 1(21 + 1)
2ik £
2i6 ^ (k) 
e - 1 lP n(cos 0)




It can be seen that the expression (3) has the behaviour we would
expect of the time delay by considering the nature of 6^(k) at a resonance.
cl6The phase shift increases sharply by it at a resonance, so __£_ , and therefore
dk
the time delay t., is large and positive. Away from the resonance region, d
where direct processes are more important, 6^ changes slowly with energy, so
that the time delay is small. It is possible for __£_ to be negative, and
dk
( 5 5 )
i n  t h i s  c a se  i s  to  be i n t e r p r e t e d  a s  a t im e  a d v a n c e . I f  t h e  p o t e n t i a l  
i s  r e p u l s i v e ,  f o r  i n s t a n c e ,  th e  s c a t t e r e d  p a r t i c l e  may a p p e a r  a t  a p o i n t  r  
s o o n e r  t h a n  i n  t h e  c a se  o f  f r e e  p r o p a g a t i o n .
I t  was p o i n t e d  o u t  by W igner (1955) t h a t ,  f o r  p o t e n t i a l s  o f  f i n i t e
ci$
r a n g e  a ,  t h e r e  i s  a low er  l i m i t  on __ ß -  t h e  g r e a t e s t  t im e  ad v a n ce  o c c u r s
dk
i f  th e  p a r t i c l e s  a r e  c o m p le te ly  e x c lu d e d  from th e  r e g i o n  r  < a , i . e .  i n  
h a r d  s p h e re  s c a t t e r i n g .  T h is  q u a l i t a t i v e  argum ent s u g g e s t s
dk





where I ? and 0^ d e n o te  t h e  in co m in g  and o u tg o in g  s p h e r i c a l  H ankel f u n c t i o n s ,  
w £ . . .  1 i s  a W ronskian e v a l u a t e d  a t  r  = a ,  and Re s i g n i f i e s  t h e  r e a l  p a r t .  
T h is  r e l a t i o n  was d e r i v e d  by d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g  th e  e x p r e s s i o n  r e l a t i n g  6^ t o  





(prim e d e n o te s  d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n  w i t h  r e s p e c t  t o  r ) , and o m i t t i h g  a p o s i t i v e
2
te rm  k dR^ | I  -  1^ R^ | . In  t h e  c a se  o f  s waves t h e  i n e q u a l i t y  i s
dk
d6 ^  -  a  + 1 s i n  (2ka + 26 )o ^  —  o (3 .6 )
(56)
A more general definition of time delay was given by Smith (1960) , 
who considered the average time spent by the particle in a large sphere 
surrounding the scatterer. If this "residence time" or "occupation time" 
is calculated with the scatterer present, and again with the scatterer 
removed, the difference of the two times is a measure of the time delay 
due to the interaction. Smith's calculation uses stationary state wave 
functions rather than wave packets, and the occupation time is defined as 
the number of particles within the sphere, divided by the number of particles 
entering the sphere per unit time. (The notation Q for the time delay is 
used because of the analogy with the Q value of an electrical system.)
For elastic scattering, Smith finds the occupation time for the 
i 'th partial wave to be
I r I < R
dr iK \p = 2ft d6 + 2R - -ft sin (2kR + 26 + J U )  + G /R ,. X/ X/ ___Xj )L X/
-r— ~ v 2E 2dE
(3.7)
where R is the radius of the observer's sphere, v the velocity of the 
incident particles, 6^ the usual phase shift, and G^/R a remainder term 
which goes to zero as R -+ 00 . The functions ip^ are normalised to unit 
incident flux.
The occupation time with the potential removed is just 2R ,
v
and this is subtracted from (7) to obtain the time delay. The oscillatory 
term is removed by averaging over R and taking the limit R -* 00 . The
term G^/R then vanishes, and a result independent of the size of the 
observer's sphere is obtained. The time delay for the 5,'th partial wave is
(57)
2ft dö (3.8)
which is similar to the result obtained by Eisenbud, Eq.(3). (There is a 
difference of a factor of 2, which arises from different definitions of 
the outgoing wave. If the total outgoing wave is used, the phase is
2i6s,e , whereas if only the scattered outgoing wave is considered, the
2i5
phase is altered to e 1 sin 6 ^ .)
The aim of Smith's paper was to obtain a time delay or lifetime 
operator, and with this in mind, Eq.(8) may be written as
-ift S d_ 
dE
(3.9)
where = e is the S matrix for the 5,'th partial wave. This
establishes a formal relation between the Q matrix (or operator) and the 
S matrix for elastic scattering. Smith extended his treatment to the 
case of inelastic scattering, and obtained a similar relation,
■ij -ift y S. d S. n 3n di in
(3.10)
where S__ are elements of the general scattering matrix, and Q is a 
generalised lifetime matrix. A diagonal element of Q, say , represents 
the average time delay in a collision in which the initial channel is i.





and then Eqs (9) and (10) may be written in the general form
Q = -S t S (3.12)
where t denotes the Hermitian adjoint. Gien (1965, 1969, 1970) has 
carried out calculations of time delay starting from the operator t, 
rather than the idea of occupation time, and he obtains results which 
agree with those of Smith. Razavy (1967, 1969) has investigated the 
problem of deriving such a time operator by quantising the operator 
conjugate to the Hamiltonian in classical theory.
distinct from one with a narrow momentum distribution, has been given by 
Ohmura (1964). We shall discuss Ohmura's results in some detail, since 
the questions raised by Ohmura's paper stimulated the present investigat­
reference to the original paper.)
The scattering process is described by a time-dependent wave 
function with the asymptotic form (Ohmura 1964, E q . (26) )
A calculation of time delay for a general wave packet, as
ion. (In what follows, Ohmura's notation is retained to facilitate
OO
G (v ) eia (v)
(3.13)
where v is a frequency and k the corresponding wave number
(59)
(i.e. E = -fiv = -fi2k 2 ). The functions G, a, g and (3 are real, with
2y
the last two related to the scattering amplitude by
fv (0) = g(v) elß(v) (3.14)
(g and 3 are therefore functions of 0 also). The lower integration 
limit in E q . (13) is formal, since G(v) vanishes for v negative.
The wave function (13) may be split into incident and scattered
packets,
ip (r, t) = (r,t) + 1 ip (r, t)m  —  sc ^r
(3.15)
00
where ^in r^,t  ^ = j G v^ ) ^  e^kZ dv (3.16)
— oo
and ^ (r,t)sc .. /— '




ia (v) e g (v)eiß(v) ikr-ivt , e dv (3.17)
Note that the incident packet depends only on z , and is therefore of 
infinite extent in the x and y directions.
The incident flux is
[dip. Ip. - dip. Ip. — —  in in in in
2l|J i—  —




* I h i n  h n - 3^ . ip.in in dt2iy J— OO ' 3z 9z
G2 (v) v dv (3.18)
where v = fik_ is a velocity. (The notation S is Ohmura's - it does
y
not denote the scattering matrix.) The incident particles arrive at a 
point z at a mean time
t.in 1 _h_S 2iy — oo t dt
2tt I G2 (v) dv z + 2tt I G2 (v ) da' (v) v dv 
dv
(3.19)
The total number of scattered particles in a direction r is equal 
to the mean cross section <^ a (0)^ > multiplied by S of Eq.(18), so that
<a (0)> S =
2iy
( *dip Ip sc sc dip ij; sc sc
2 tt I G2 (v) g2 (v) v dv (3.20)
The scattered particles arrive at a point r at a mean time
(61)








< a  (0)>S
G2 (v) g 2 (v) dv G 2 (v) g2 (v) d__[a(v) + 3(V 0 V dv 
dv
(3.21)
The time delay is to be found by comparing (19) and (21), but
since t. is a function of z, and t a function of r and 0, some care is in sc
needed in making this comparison. This point is not mentioned by Ohmura, 
however we can obtain his result if we assume 0 = 0 ,  and set z = r = R. 
Then the time delay is
< A  t > / G2g 2d3_ v dv 
_______dv______
/ G2g2 v dv
/ G2g2 da_ v dv 
________ dv
/ G2g2 v dv
/ G2 da v dv 
dv_______
/ G2 v dv
+ R / G2g2dv 
f G2g2 v dv
/ G2 dv 
/ G2 v dv
(3.22)
which corresponds to Ohmura's Eq. (33).
The first term in E q . (22) represents a wave packet average of 
the derivative of the phase shift, and is the generalisation to an 
arbitrary wave packet of the expressions obtained by Eisenbud and Smith. 
Since Ohmura does not use partial waves, ß(v) is the phase of the total
(62)
scattering amplitude, and the term in dß_ corresponds directly to Eq.(2).
dv
The second term in Eq.(22) suggests that the time delay depends
on the phase of the momentum distribution of the initial packet. By
using a simple model, Ohmura shows that this term can have a considerable
effect on the value of <^ A t^> . For a wave packet of decaying resonance
shape, with width ÜA and mean energy iiv , the phase a is given byo
tan a = A . If such a packet is scattered from a resonance of
v - vo
the same width, but centred at energy *ftv^  , the time delay depends on the 
separation fiv - fiv^ between the packet and resonance energies. Setting 
- ^ vr l equal to mr , where T = 2fiA , Ohmura finds that the time delay 
is 2ft , ft and zero for m = 0, 1 and 00 respectively, and in each case
r r
the second term in Eq.(22) is of the same order of magnitude as the first.
Fong (1965) has extended the wave packet calculations to the
case of inelastic scattering, and he also finds a term depending on da_
dv
In this case the term is significant only near the threshold of a channel, 
but it is of the same general form as that obtained by Ohmura. Gien (1970) 
has investigated the problem using the time operator approach, and concludes 
that the time delay does not depend on the phase of the momentum distribut­
ion. He suggests that the term arises because Ohmura has used only the 
scattered part of the interacting packet to calculate the time delay.
The term proportional to R in Eq.(22) is omitted by Ohmura.
In an earlier part of the paper he assumes separate normalisation of the 
incident and scattered packets, and this may have led to the term being
( 6 3 )
o v e r lo o k e d . I t  h a s  th e  form R 1 , where t h e  v a r e  a v e ra g e
v v.s c  i n
v e l o c i t i e s ,  and s u g g e s t s  a k i n e m a t i c  c o n t r i b u t i o n  t o  t im e  d e la y  a r i s i n g  
from d i f f e r e n t  a v e ra g e  v e l o c i t i e s  o f  t h e  i n c i d e n t  and s c a t t e r e d  p a c k e t s .
W hile th e  o p e r a t o r  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  t im e  d e la y  d e r i v e d  by S m ith ,  
E q . ( 9 ) ,  h a s  c o n s i d e r a b l e  fo rm a l  a p p e a l ,  i t  i s  o b t a i n e d  from s t a t i o n a r y  
t h e o r y ,  and c o u ld  n o t  be e x p e c t e d  t o  c o n t a i n  te rm s  r e p r e s e n t i n g  wave 
p a c k e t  e f f e c t s .  O hm ura 's  p a p e r  s u g g e s t s  t h a t  i f  an a r b i t r a r y  wave p a c k e t  
i s  c o n s id e r e d ,  th e  e x p r e s s i o n  f o r  t im e  d e la y  w i l l  i n c l u d e  te rm s  i n  w hich  
th e  shape  o f  t h e  p a c k e t ,  and i n  p a r t i c u l a r  t h e  p h a se  o f  i t s  momentum 
d i s t r i b u t i o n ,  i s  i m p o r t a n t .
We have c a r r i e d  o u t  a new c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t im e  d e l a y ,  f o r  an
a r b i t r a r y  wave p a c k e t ,  i n  o r d e r  t o  exam ine t h e  q u e s t i o n s  r a i s e d  by Ohmura.
A lthough  o u r  a p p ro a c h  d i f f e r s  from O hm ura 's  i n  s e v e r a l  r e s p e c t s ,  we s h a l l
be a b le  t o  shed  l i g h t  on th e  p h y s i c a l  s i g n i f i c a n c e  o f  t h e  da_ te rm  a p p e a r -
dv
in g  i n  E q . ( 22) .  Our r e s u l t s  w i l l  a l s o  be compared w i th  t h o s e  o b t a i n e d  by 
K i l i a n  (1968) i n  a  p a p e r  w hich  a p p e a re d  d u r in g  t h e  c o u r s e  o f  t h e  p r e s e n t  
work.
3b. Definit ion of Time Delay
A g e n e r a l  d e f i n i t i o n  o f  t im e  d e l a y  h a s  been  g iv e n  by G o ld b e rg e r  
and Watson (1964, C h a p .8 ) .  We s h a l l  u se  t h i s  d e f i n i t i o n  i n  o u r  c a l c u l a t ­
i o n ,  w i th  th e  d i f f e r e n c e  t h a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  p a c k e t  i s  s p e c i f i e d  a t  t im e
t  = 0 ,  r a t h e r  th a n  i n  t h e  l i m i t  t  -► -°° .
(64)
Let us consider a spherical potential V(r)/ of finite range a, 
centred at the origin and surrounded by a sphere of radius R, with an 
arbitrary wave packet situated outside the sphere at t = 0 , Fig. 1.
Fig.3.1 Initial Configuration 
for Time Delay Calculation
Let the wave function for the propagation of the packet as it 
interacts with the potential be Y(r,t). Then the mean time spent within 
the sphere by the wave packet is defined as
Tint(R) S  J dt J dr Y*(r,t)V(r,t)
o V
(3.23)
where VR is the volume of the sphere of radius R.
Similarly, let the wave function for free propagation of the 
packet be $(r,t). Then the free packet spends a time
T _ (R) fr $ (r,t)$(r,t) (3.24)
within the observer's sphere.
(65)
The time delay due to the interaction with the potential V is
given by
Q (R) = Tint(R) " Tfr(R> (3.25)
This definition of time delay is similar to that used by Smith, 
but the occupation times are now defined in terms of time-dependent wave 
functions, rather than stationary states. Roughly speaking, the volume 
integral in Eqs (23) and (24) is equal to unity if the packet is within 
the sphere, and zero if it is outside the sphere. The time integral 
then gives the mean time spent within the sphere.
To see how the definition is related to the current integrals 
used in Ohmura's calculation, let us integrate Eq.(23) by parts:
oo
dt I dr f (r,t)¥ (r,t) =
° V R
The integrated part vanishes, since the volume integral is zero at 
t = 0, and it goes to zero as t  ^ in the limit t -* + 00 . Using the 




T. (R)int dt t dr V . J (r,t)
dt t j dS . J (R,t) ,
o S_
(3.26)
where S is the surface of the observer's sphere, and the currentR
J (r,t) is defined as
J (r,t) = 'h 
~ ~ 2iu
V* - Y(r,t) VY*(r,t)
(66)
Eq.(26) may be compared with the definitions (19) and (21) used by Ohmura.
For a packet which is strongly localised, the surface integral 
in (26) will consist of two 6 functions of opposite sign,
r
dS . J(R,t) = -6(t-t^) + 6(t-t2)
since dS . J is positive if the current is outwards, negative if the 
current is inwards. Then
T. (R) int dt t -6(t-t1) + 6(t-t2)
t 2 " tl
and the occupation time is just the difference of the entrance and exit 
times measured at the surface SR.
The initial packet <!>(r) is expanded in terms of partial waves,
*<5> " l V8'£m r (3.27)
where $> (r) is the radial wave function for the m'th component of the 
£'th partial wave. To obtain the wave function ^(r,^ for the inter­
acting packet, we expand $ (r) in terms of scattering states:£m
£m B£m(k)*£(k'r) (3.28)
and then (r, t) -iHt \ e $ (r)





( 6 7 )
S i m i l a r l y ,  th e  wave f u n c t i o n  f o r  th e  f r e e  p a c k e t  i s  o b t a in e d  by ex p a n d in g






dk A (k) J (kr)
Jem  i
o
( 3 . 3 0 )
$ ( r ,t)
- iH  t
e °  <D(r)
J im
Y oJ im dk A (k)J im J £ (k r )  e
- ifik t
“IS ( 3 . 3 1 )
N ote t h a t  in  E q . (28) we have assum ed t h a t  th e  p a c k e t  c o n t a i n s  no bound 
s t a t e  com ponents .  I f  t h i s  w ere n o t  s o ,  th e  i n t e g r a l  (23) would d i v e r g e ,  
due t o  th e  bound s t a t e  p a r t  o f  th e  p a c k e t  r e m a in in g  in  th e  sp h e r e  f o r  a l l  
t i m e s .
The c a l c u l a t i o n s  o f  T. , and T a re  q u i t e  s i m i l a r .  We s h a l li n t  f r
c a l c u l a t e  T f i r s t ,  s i n c e  th e  B e s s e l  and Hankel f u n c t i o n s  a re  more f  r
f a m i l i a r  th an  th e  s c a t t e r i n g  s t a t e s ,  and i t  i s  th u s  r a t h e r  e a s i e r  t o  
f o l l o w  th e  method o f  th e  c a l c u l a t i o n .
3c. Calculation of T^fR)
I n s e r t i n g  th e  wave f u n c t i o n  (31) i n t o  th e  d e f i n i t i o n  (24) we
have




dr r ‘ r yL
•u2 rk x
o o
dft L Y (fi) 1 dk A (k) J (kr) e 2 
J i m  £ m  —  J i m  £. r J4 tt o
L







di ^  I
£m
dk' A 0 (k) A (k*) J (kr) J.(k'r) e£m £m i l
(3.32)
The time integral in Eq.(32) may be calculated in the usual way 
—exby inserting a factor e in the integrand, where the limit e -* 0 is to be 
taken later in the calculation:
i(k2- k '2)t
dx e -ex




k2 - k ’2 + 2ie
(3.33)
^  oo W£ j dr I dk j dk' A^fk) A^(k') J^(kr) J^(k'r) 2i
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
(3.34)
At this point we may make use of the fact that the coefficients
A (k) are defined in terms of the radial component 4> (r) of the initialJ e m  J e m
packet. Using the orthogonality relation (1.7) for the Bessel functions 
in Eq.(30) we have, formally,
A *m<k) - I  I dr $£m(r) J,, (kr)
7T
(3.35)
However the initial packet is localised outside the sphere of radius R, so
(r) = 0£m r -C R (3.36)
where R^ is some radius greater than R. Then
A *m<k> i I dr V kr)TT (3.37)
(69)
We shall introduce a special notation in connection with
relations of the type (37). Let (k#J) denote the transform of the - 36m
function 4>^(r) with respect to the function J^(kr), evaluated at the 
momentum k :
V (k'J> f dr V r) V kr) (3.38)
Then A , (k)
im 2. V (k'J) (3.39)
The coefficients B. (k) in the interacting wave function (29)36m
may be expressed similarly as transforms of (r) with respect to the36m
scattering states x^(k,r). From Eq. (28) and the orthogonality 
relation (2.3a),
B. (k)36m —  ^£m<k ,X > '7T
(3.40)
where $36n/k 'X * ” dr \ m <r) X«. (k'r) ’ (3.41)
*1
To see how the transform notation is to be used in the 
calculation, let us consider the relation
J (kr) = 1_
2i
I
where I^(kr) and O^(kr) are the incoming and outgoing spherical Hankel 
functions. Inserting (42) into the definition (38) gives
(kr) - 1^(kr) (3.42)






( 7 0 )
where <i> (k ,0 )  and $ ( k , I )  a r e  t h e  t r a n s f o r m s  o f  (r)  w i th  r e s p e c t  to£m £m £m
th e  f u n c t i o n s  O ^(kr)  and ( k r ) .
S in c e  4> (r)  i s  n o t  i n  g e n e r a l  r e a l ,  we m ust d i s t i n g u i s h
Jem
*
be tw een  t h e  t r a n s f o r m s  o f  (r)  and <J> ( r ) .  We s h a l l  u se  an a s t e r i s k
Jem  J em
ic
p l a c e d  a t  th e  ex trem e  r i g h t  o f  a t r a n s f o r m ,  (k , . . . )  , t o  d e n o teJem
th e  complex c o n ju g a te  o f  th e  co m p le te  t r a n s f o r m ,  and an a s t e r i s k  p l a c e d
M - k  *
b e s i d e  t h e  t i l d e ,  3> ( k , . . . )  , t o  d e n o te  a  t r a n s f o r m  o f  (r)  .
J em  Jem
T ak ing  th e  complex c o n ju g a t e  i n  E g . ( 43 ) ,  and u s in g  th e  r e l a t i o n




d r  $ (r)  0 (k r)  + 1
J im  £  —2 i
d r  $ ( r )  I  (kr)
£m £
% I dr hm(r) Vkr) + i. dr hm(r) Vkr)
2 i  ' 2 i  J
Ri  Ri
-1  t *  ( k , I )  + 1 4 *  (k ,0 )  , (3 .4 5 )
2 i  im 2iZm
o r ,  u s in g  E q . ( 42 ) ,
V(k'J)* - V(k'J) (3 .4 6 )
I t  can be se en  t h a t  i n  t a k i n g  complex c o n ju g a t e s  o f  t h e  v a r i o u s  
t r a n s f o r m s ,  we m ust pay  a t t e n t i o n  m a in ly  t o  th e  b e h a v io u r  u n d e r  c o n j u g a t i o n  
o f  th e  f u n c t i o n  i n s i d e  t h e  b r a c k e t s .
(71)
Returning to Eq.(34), we may now evaluate the integral over k '
by writing A„ (k* ) in terns of <t> and :
£ m  £ m  £
dk' A. (k') J0(k'r) £ m  £
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
dk' 2
77 " dr' $£m(r,) J£ (k’r,) J£(k'r)
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
-2i dr' <i> (r') 23cm —7T '
dk' (k* r) (k' r' )
k'2 - (k + it)
(3.47)
where we have used k2 + 2ie (k + it)2 for k positive and e small.
The k' integral in Eq.(47) is just the free Green's function for 
the £'th partial wave, and is evaluated in Appendix A. The value of the 
integral depends on the relationship between r and r' , and on the sign of 
the imaginary part of the second term in the denominator. From Eq.(34) 
we have 0 <1 r ^ R , and from Eq.(47) R <  R^ ^  r' < ° ° , S o r  r'.
Since Im (k + it) > 0 , the integral is given by Eq. ( A.6 ),
oo
2 \ dk' J£(k'r) J (k'r') = 1 J (kr) 0 (kr') , r ^  r'.
77 J ---------------- ko
k'2 - (k + it)2 (3.48)
We have allowed e to go to zero on the RHS of Eq.(48) since it serves to 
select the asymptotic behaviour of the Green's function, and this is 
incorporated in the factor O^(kr').
(72)
Combining Eqs (47) and (48) gives
dk'A (k') J 0 (k'r) 
£ m  £
2i -2i
k2 - k '1 + 2ie
dr'V,(r,) i V kr) V 1“'»k
-2i J (kr) <& (k ,0) ;—  £ £mk
(3.49)
and then in Eq.(34)
T- (R) f r Ü.I I dk V (k) \m(k'°>fi £m JQ k dr (kr) (kr) . (3.50)
The integral over r in Eq.(50) is of the type calculated in 
Appendix B, and may be written in terms of Wronskians evaluated at the 
upper and lower limits. We define a Wronskian containing a derivative 
with respect to k :
W g(k,r) £  h (k ,r) 
9k
g 92 h - 9g 9h 
9r9k 9r 9k
where g and h are arbitrary functions of k and r. Then
br




Jo <kr)' <L_ J o (kr)
9k * ^ b





J o —  P
p o (2£ + l) ::
so
lim W J^(kr) 
r -* o *—






dr J (kr) J (kr) = -1 W
 ^ £ 2k L £ 3ko
(3.52)
In future we shall omit the arguments of the functions within 
the Wronskian (as has been done in Eq.(52) ) in order to simplify the 
appearance of the results.
Inserting (52) into Eq.(50), and using the relation
v(k) - 7T (3.53)
we obtain
T_ (R) f r 2i JJ.fi 36m
<~'-k .— —dk 4> (k, J) <J> (k ,0) 1 W36m 36m —, 9
(3.54)
We now have an expression for T^(R) which consists of a single
integral over k for each partial wave, with the properties of the incident
-*wave packet contained in the transforms (k,J) and $> (k,0), and thex,m 36m
dependence on the radius of the observer's sphere contained in the
Wronskian w[j , 9_ J . However, before we can be satisfied with the 
1 9k R
form of the expression, a further point must be discussed. The occupation 
time T^(R) is necessarily real, so we must prove that the expression we 
have obtained is real.
Let us consider the imaginary part of Eq.(54) :
Im T (R) = 1 (R) - T (R)fr —  ^ 1 fr fr
I M I
tt fi 36m *  K m <k 'j> v (k'o) + V k 'j> w V  i- Jj.- 3k CJ
(3.55)
(74)
Using the relation (42) we have
%* (k,J) % (k,0) + T  (k,J) 4* (k, I)£m £m £m £m
i. \ W k'0) V (k'0) ‘ V k'I)\m(k'0) + \n(k'0) '*L<k'I)2i
- *i»(k'I>
i 1 ^ m (k'0) V (k'0)2i *tm(k'I) *ta(k'I)
(3.56)
and using the further relations
V kr) ( - ) 0£ (-kr) (3.57)
J£ (kr)
£+1
( - ) J£ (-kr) (3.58)
we may write the contribution to (55) from the second term in (56) as
dk $ (k,I) <J> (k,I) 1 W£m £m k‘~ v 8k -1 R
dk $ (k ,0) <J> (k,0) 1 W£ m  £ m  — ok^ ?«• a t
Then the integral in Eq.(55) is equal to
4 ^  =  1 dk $ (k,0) $ (k,0) 1 W




We evaluate (59) by contour integration. Now
W k'°> dr V r) V kr) (3.60)
and
°£ (kr) .-£ ikr l e
k 00
( 7 5 )
so  f o r  IkI s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e  and y  s  Im k > 0 , t h e  i n t e g r a n d  (60)
**Y r
c o n t a i n s  a  f a c t o r  e . Thus
__ -j k R
$ ( k , 0 )  = Ö  (e 1) a s  k 00 , Im k > 0
x-m
F u r t h e r , V kr) s i n  ( k r  -  )2
Ö (, - 2 i k R Im k > 0
The c o n t o u r  f o r  t h e  i n t e g r a l  (59) may t h e r e f o r e  be  c o m p l e t e d  by an  i n f i n i t e
s e m i c i r c l e  i n  t h e  u p p e r  h a l f  p l a n e ,  F i g . 2 ,  w h e re  f o r  | k |  s u f f i c i e n t l y  l a r g e
2 i k  (R — R)t h e  i n t e g r a n d  b e h a v e s  a s  1 e 1 , w i t h  R-^  > R .
k 2
©
F i g . 3 . 2  C o n t o u r  f o r  t h e
E v a l u a t i o n  o f  Im T_ (R)f r
The i n t e g r a n d  h a s  no p o l e s , an d  t h e  i n t e g r a l  a r o u n d  C v a n i s h e s ,
dk (k ,0) (k ,0 )  1 W
£ m  £ m  — ok
0 , ( 3 . 6 1 )
(76)
and the imaginary part of Eq.(54) is in fact zero.
We may now rewrite the expression for T asfr
T (R) f r Re T (R) f r
L a l
Tr -ft Jim dk < C (k'J) V k '0) - V k 'J) k  WJim  Jim dk -
and by a calculation similar to (56),
4L (k'j) v (k'°> - * v k 'j) *L<k 'i>
21 4> (k,J) 4> (k,J)Jim Jim M  V * ' 1» V (k'0> - V (k'I} h m (k'0)2i
Finally, writing the J transforms in terms of the coefficients A n , we have)tra
T (R) f r
y * —= 7T tJim dk A (k) A (k) yJim Jim — -1 w V  i
c fik> 2kV, > L 8k J
+ 1 l  d k  j  %lm(k,I) V ( K . O )  - ? ta(k.I) % ( k , 0 ) |  £  M
it Jim J J hk 2ko v u dk -
(3.62)
The factor ^1 has been separated out and placed beside the 
2k
Wronskian since these two terms arise from the radial integral (52).
We conclude this section with an observation regarding the real 
and imaginary parts of the expression for the occupation time. Returning 
to Eq. (34) , it may be seen by taking the complex conjugate and interchang­
ing k and k' that the expression at that point is real. After the 
evaluation of the Green's function, however, the form (50) or (54) is 
obtained, and it is no longer obvious that the expression for T is real. 
The asymmetry of the transforms in Eq.(54) arises directly from the 
Green's function Eq.(48).
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C o m p a r iso n  w i t h  A p p e n d ix  A shows t h a t  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  Im T 
(Eqs (55) t o  (61) ) b e a r s  a s t r o n g  r e s e m b la n c e  t o  t h e  e v a l u a t i o n  o f  t h e
G r e e n ' s  f u n c t i o n  b y  c o n t o u r  i n t e g r a t i o n .  The s i m i l a r i t i e s  i n c l u d e  t h e  
u s e  o f  r e l a t i o n s  s u c h  a s  (57) an d  (58) t o  o b t a i n  an i n t e g r a l  a l o n g  t h e  
c o m p le te  r e a l  a x i s , and  t h e  u s e  o f  i n e q u a l i t i e s  i n  t h e  r a d i a l  v a r i a b l e s  
t o  j u s t i f y  c o m p l e t i o n  o f  t h e  c o n t o u r  i n  t h e  u p p e r  h a l f  p l a n e .  T hus  t h e  
p r o o f  t h a t  Im T i s  z e r o  i n v o l v e s  t h e  same t y p e  o f  i n t e g r a t i o n  a s  g i v e s  
r i s e  t o  t h e  asy m m etry  i n  E q . ( 5 4 ) ,  an d  t h e  d e r i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  f i n a l  e x p r e s s ­
i o n  E q . (62) i s  s e e n  t o  b e  i n t e r n a l l y  c o n s i s t e n t .
3d. Calculation of T. (^R)
The o c c u p a t i o n  t i m e  f o r  t h e  i n t e r a c t i n g  p a c k e t  may b e  c a l c u l a t e d  
i n  a  s i m i l a r  way t o  t h e  o c c u p a t i o n  t im e  f o r  t h e  f r e e  p a c k e t ,  w i t h  t h e
c o e f f i c i e n t s  An r e p l a c e d  b y  B. , t h e  B e s s e l  f u n c t i o n s  J .  r e p l a c e d  by
Jem  J em  Je
s c a t t e r i n g  s t a t e s  • an d  so  o n .  We s h a l l  n o t  give* a l l  t h e  d e t a i l s  o f
t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  h e r e ,  b u t  r a t h e r  m e n t io n  t h e  p o i n t s  a t  w h ic h  i t  d i f f e r s  
f rom  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  i n  t h e  p r e v i o u s  s e c t i o n .
The o c c u p a t i o n  t im e  i s ,  f rom  Eqs (23) an d  (29) ,
T. (R) i n t d t  
o v
d r  Y ( r , t )  4 > ( r , t )
R R





i ( k 2 - k '  ) t
^ ' V 0 0  B£m (k, )  X > , r ) x * 0 < ; r )  e
y
h




dk ' B£m(k) V <k,) Xz ( k , r ) X(l<k' , r)
k 2 -  k ' + 2 i e
(3 .6 3 )
(78)
Using the relation
B,m OO - 2 V < ^ x ‘)
TT
the k' integral in Eq.(63) is
00
dk' B n (k')X„(k' fr) 2i
£ra £ k" - k ^  +— 2ie0
-2i dr'$ (r' ) x£ (k' fr)xÄ(k',r') 
k ' 2 - (k + ie) 2
(3.64)
The Green's function integral is given in Appendix A :
2 
TT '
dk' x£ (k',r)x£ (k',r') 
k'2 - (k + ie)
1. X z (k,r) (-) (-k,r')
k
1 X0ln)(r)x !n) (r')
k2 - k2 n
/ r <  r'
(3.65)
where the sum is over all bound states.
On inserting (65) into Eq.(64) we obtain two integrals over r',
(n.)the first containing f^(-k,r') and the second x^ ; (r'). Now
(-) f£ (-k,r') = O^(kr') r' ^  a (3.66)
dr' $ (r' ) (-) f (-k, r ')£ m  £ dr' $ (r') 0 (kr')£ m  £
V k'0> (3.67)
(79)
The second integral is the overlap integral between the component $ (r)£m
of the initial packet, and a bound state. Since we have assumed that the 
initial packet is orthogonal to all bound states, this integral is ident­
ically zero :
dr' $ (r') xfn  ^(r') = 0 for all nUrn £ (3.68)
Then from (64) and (65) ,
dk' V (k'> V k'-r)
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
-|iX£ (k,r) *£m(k,0) 
k
(3.69)
We are left with the radial integral in Eq.(63), and this is 
evaluated in Appendix B :
R
* I * , (3.70)dr x0 (k,r) x 0 (k,r) = -1_ W
* 2k
Xn • fL Xn 
L- 3k ^  R
since lim W
r ■ + o X£ ' j . X£J3k —'
Then from (63), (69) and (70), together with the relation
B* (k) £m 7T
we have
Tint‘R> = 2 i u £
^  ^  r-*-» *\m(k'x) V (k'0) h " V  i x t-  3 k (3.71)
This corresponds to the expression (54) for Tfr (R)*
Following the procedure of the previous section, we now 
calculate the imaginary part of (71). It can be seen from Eq.(70) that
(80)
the Wronskian appearing in (71) is real, so
00
Im Tint(R) ■ I f *  { * L ( k 'x) ? * m ( k '0) 7T fi £m ; v + \ m (k'X > \ m (k/I)
1 W
r2 xi' . x äj dk -1
(3.72)




I£ (kr) - S£ (k) 0£ (kr) / r ^  a
(3.73)
to write
*L(k'x) -i {v*-1» - V k) V (k'0) (3.74)
where S£ (k) is the scattering matrix for theJl'th partial wave. Taking 
the conjugate of (74) we find
\ m (k'x) \ m (k'0) + V (k'X*> * L (k'1)
i ivk) v (k-o) % (k'o) - s>> *L(k'i) '*t»(k'i)
Then, with the relations
(3.75)
xc» i x?L_ ^  3k ^ X,> —- 9k -L R
X£ (k,r) = S£ (k) X£ (k/r) , k real
and xi (k'r)
A+l
(-) xl(-k,r) k real
the integral appearing in (72) may be written as an integral along the
complete real axis,
(81)
4int 1_2i dk $ (k,0) $ (k,0) 1 W£m £m k xr i3 k (3.76)
As with (59), the integral (76) may be evaluated by completing 
the contour around an infinite semicircle in the upper half of the k plane, 
The integral around the semicircle vanishes, but now the integrand has 
poles in the upper half plane corresponding to the bound state poles of
S.(k), which is contained in the Wronskian W xr y x£dk -
(cf. Eq.(73) ).
At a bound state pole k , the residue of the integrand (76) 
—'*contains the factor (k ,0) (k ,0). However the bound state£m n im n
wave function (r) may be written as (Eq.(A.14) )
(n) , . X £ (r)
ijL
4 Res f (-k ,r) n i n
where Res is the residue of the S matrix at the bound state pole, n
know that
We
(-) f? (-k,r) 0.(kr) , r a
(k ,0)£m n dr $ (r) 0 (k r)£m i n
dr hm(r) x*° (r>
and by our assumption that the initial packet is orthogonal to all bound 
states, the residue of (76) at each bound state pole is zero. Then
dk d> (k,0) 4> (k ,0) 1 W üm £m rvk^ X 0 • iL Xn- 3k ^ R
(3.77)
and the imaginary part of T -nt(R) vanishes.
(82)
From E q.(71) ,
T. (R)int Re T.  ^(R) int
h !
tt fi Jim \ m(k'*> V (k'0) $ (k,x ) <i>0 (k,I) Jim Jim
x 1 w 
r z V i ■\dk -1
and by using (74) and its conjugate we have
V (k'X) \m(k'0) *i»(k'X*) * L (k'1)
2i ** (k,X) (k»X*) - 1 (k,I) % 0 (k,0) - %. (k,I) 4* (k,0)Jim Jim — Jim Jim £m Jim2i k
Then, writing the x transforms in terms of the B„ ,£m
T. (R) int Jim Jim Jim
f-l] wl 2k. v f,vdk —1
I * { V (k'I) V (k'°> - *£m(k'I> ?L (k'0)}Tr £m J J
r r*M -i w V i  *£
fik [2kj L 'dk J
(3.78)
The expression (78) for T. (R) corresponds to Eq.(62) for T^ (R),int fr
with the coefficients A„ replaced by B n and the functions J replaced byJim Jim Jl
scattering states x^* The time delay Q(R) is the difference of the
occupation times T. j (R) and T (R). However it does not seem possible toint fr
obtain a simple expression for Q  by combining (62) and (78), so the results 
of the calculation are best left in the form of occupation times.
We shall postpone discussion of these results until Chapter 5, 
where we will be able to compare them with similar expressions relating to 
the decay of a wave packet initially inside the potential.
(83)
CHAPTER 4
LIFETIME OF A DECAYING WAVE PACKET
4a. Introduction
In the early treatment of decay by Weisskopf and Wigner (1930), 
the wave function for the decaying system was expanded in terms of eigen­
states of the unperturbed Hamiltonian, with the coefficients of the 




(H + V) ip o (4.1)
where H is the unperturbed Hamiltonian and V the perturbation producingo
the decay, the wave function  ^may be written in the form
-iE t n
I b (t) e u n n
(4.2)
where H Ui = Eo n  n n (4.3)
and the time dependence of ip is contained in the coefficients b^(t).
On substituting the expansion (2) into Eq.(1), a set of
equations for the coefficients b is obtained:n
i(E -E )t n m
ih db I Vnm (4.4)
(84)
where Vnm is a matrix element of the perturbation between eigenstates of H ,
★
v = \p v  ipnm J n m (4.5)
If the system is assumed to be in the unperturbed eigenstate ip at timeo
t = 0, the equations (4) are subject to the initial conditions
b (0) = 1o
(4.6)
b (0) = 0 n ^  0n '
Weisskopf and Wigner assumed a form for the coefficient b ,o
- r  to
b (t) = e ^  , (4.7)o
expressed the coefficients b (n ^  0) as combinations of similarn
exponentials, and then verified that these assumptions gave consistent 
results.
The treatment of Weisskopf and Wigner was extended by Heitler 




b (t) = 1
°  2tt
where E^ is the energy of the unperturbed eigenstate ^ . They derived
general expressions for the coefficients a, in particular
dE a (E) o (4.8)
a (E) = _______ i_________ , (4.9)
E - E + ir(E)/2 o
where T(E) represents the coupling of the state ip to all the other stateso
if/ through the perturbation V. Then in the particular case that T (E) is
(85)
a slowly varying function of E, they showed that the result (7) is regained,
b (t) o
i(E - E)t o____
•fte
E - E + ir /2 o o
(4.10)
where F^ = T(E^) and the integral is evaluated by contour integration.
From Eq.(7) or (10), the probability that the system is still in the
eigenstate ip at time t is o
b (t)I2o (4.11)
which is the well known exponential decay law.
A general theory of decay in which the initial state is
described by a wave packet rather than an eigenstate of H has been giveno
by Krylov and Fock (1947). In outlining the details of their approach
+we shall follow a paper by Khalfin (1958). Let the state of the system 
at time t = 0 be
00
Ip(x, 0) = I dE c (E) ^(x) , (4.12)
o
t Goldberger and Watson (1964, Chap.8) give a general treatment of 
decay with the initial state of the system described by a wave 
packet. However it is assumed that the wave packet contains 
only a narrow range of momenta, and in the evaluation of trans­
ition probabilities this condition is used to remove the wave 
packet dependence - cf their Eqs (53) and (54a). The final 
expression for the probability of finding the system in the 




which is just the result obtained by Weisskopf and Wigner.
(86)
where ^ (x) is an eigenstate of the total Hamiltonian, and x represents E
the set of variables on which the wave function depends, apart from the 
time t. At later times, the state of the system is given by
i|> (x, t) dE c (E) (x) eE
-iEt
-fi (4.13)
The probability amplitude that the system is still in the initial (wave 












is the energy distribution of the initial packet. Then the probability 
that the system has not decayed is defined as
P (t) |P (t)| (4.17)
and the decay law is seen to be determined entirely by the energy distrib­
ution 00(E) .
If 00(E), considered as a function of the complex variable E, has 




(E - E )2 + T2/4
(4.18)
It is usual to assume that T << E and E >> 0, and then the lower0 0  o
limit in the integral is changed to -00, giving
(87)
00 -iEt
p(t) 1_ I dE e ^ ro/2
71 -°° (E - E ) 2 + T2/4o o
-iE t -r t o o
fi 2fie e
-r to
and P (t) = e (4.19)
which is the same as Eq.(11). However Khalfin shows that by a more 
careful evaluation of Eq.(18), retaining the lower limit 0 and integrating 
around a quadrant in the E plane, the result
-iE t - r t o o
p (t) - i_
7T
*rn/2 (4.20)
(E2 + r2/4)to o
is obtained for t >> fi /e 2 + r2/4
-1
Thus, as is well known, theo o
exponential decay law is eventually replaced by decay as an inverse power
of t .
The definition (17) of Krylov and Fock has been criticised by 
Nussenzveig (1961) on the grounds that it gives a "decay law" in situations 
where decay, in the usual sense of the word, does not occur. If a wave 
packet is placed inside an impenetrable sphere, for instance, the probability 
|('Mx ,o), \p(x,t) )| of finding the system in the initial state will certainly
change with time, but the system would not normally be described as "decaying". 
In studying the time behaviour of a (spherical) wave packet placed inside a 
partially transparent sphere, Nussenzveig defines the decay law as the prob­




I ,2dr I <j> (r ,t) I
0 ________________
a
1 dr I f(r) |2
o
(4.21)
where f(r) (=0 for r > a) is the initial packet and <}>(r,t) the wave function 
describing its propagation for t > 0. Thus the probability of finding the 
particle in a particular state (eigenstate or wave packet) is replaced by the 
probability of finding the particle in a particular region. In the example 
considered by Nussenzveig, the decay law (21) is found to contain the usual 
terms having exponential and inverse power dependence on the time.
With the decay law defined by Eq.(21), the mean lifetime of the 
decaying wave packet might be defined as
oo
L = I dt P (t)
o
00 a
= I dt I dr I cf>(r,t)| , (4.22)
o o
where we have assumed the initial packet to be normalised to unity. If the 
decay were purely exponential/ for example, the mean lifetime would be
- r  too o
dt e ^ = fi • (4.23)J To o
There is however an important difference between wave packets 
and the eigenstates considered in earlier discussions of decay. If
the system is initially in an eigenstate of , and the perturbation 
is not applied, the system will remain in the eigenstate and
(89)
not decay. If the initial state of the system is described by a wave
packet, decay will always occur due to the spreading of the wave packet,
whether the interaction is switched on or not. This is true even if the
tmean velocity of the packet is zero. Thus a better measure of the life­
time of the wave packet, as determined by the interaction, is obtained by 
subtracting from Eq.(22) the corresponding expression for the free packet. 
The mean lifetime of the decaying system then appears (Kilian 1968) as a
time delay in the arrival of the decay products at the point of observation, 
relative to the case of the corresponding free particles.
Let us again consider a spherical potential V(r), of finite 
range a, surrounded by a sphere of radius R, but with an arbitrary wave 
picket situated inside the potential at t = 0, Fig.l.
Fig.4.1 Initial Configuration 
for Lifetime Calculation
t An exception occurs in the case of a Gaussian wave packet within an 
harmonic oscillator potential - see Furry 1962.
(90)
Let the wave function for the propagation of the packet in the 
presence of the potential be lF(r,t). Then the mean time spent within 
the sphere by the wave packet is
T. (R) int dr (r, t) ¥ (r ,t) (4.24)
where VR is the volume of the sphere of radius R.
Similarly, let the wave function for free propagation of the 
packet be $>(r,t). Then the free packet spends a time
T. (R) fr dt dr $ (r, t) $ (r, t)
V.
(4.25)
within the observer's sphere.
We shall define the lifetime of the decaying wave packet, as 
observed at the surface of the sphere, to be
L(R) = T. (R) - T (R)m t  fr (4.26)
The wave functions ^(r^) and $(r,t) have the same form as the
wave functions in Chapter 3, but the coefficients A. and Bn are different,£m icm
as the packet is now inside the potential. Thus
= I !, W) 1 t. <r) t Hm — im £m r
<Mr) (4.27)
( 9 1 )
V ( r , t ) I
oo
£m ( f i )  1
r  Jo
^  V (k)xn(k'r)
- i f ikz t
2y ( 4 .2 8 )
where B„ (k)
£m - Vi(k,X >
7 T
a
2 (  dr  ♦ (r) x * ( k , r )
I T  J 0
( 4 .2 9 )
and $ ( r , t )
£m
Yo <n >£m dk A. (k) j  (kr)£m £
- fftkz t
2y ( 4 . 3 0 )
where A (k)
£m 2 Z .  ( k , J)—  £ m
TT
a
2 J dr t  (r) J t (kr)
I T  ;0
( 4 . 3 1 )
We a g a i n  assume t h a t  t h e  i n i t i a l  p a c k e t  i s  o r t h o g o n a l  t o  a l l  bound s t a t e s  
i n  o r d e r  t o  e n s u r e  t h e  c o n v e r g e n c e  o f  t h e  i n t e g r a l  ( 2 4 ) .
4b. Calculation of (R)
From Eqs (25) and ( 3 0 ) ,
Tf  r (R) == I d t  ( dr $ ( r , t )  $ ( r , t )  
o V





dfi J Y (fi) 1 
~ Am — ,£m r  J o
dk A (k) J (kr) e 2 
£ m  £
l  1 ( Vn,'(k'> Jr (k'r)
£ 'm' r  1
- i k , z x
o
(92)
A (k) A (k') J (kr) J (k'r)£ m  Jim x. I








•h £m • •
A (k) A (k') J (kr) J (k'r) £m Im Ü Ü 2i
k2- k'2 + 2ie
(4.32)
As in the calculation of time delay, we may evaluate the integral
over k' by expressing A (k') as a transform of the initial packet, andxm
making use of the Green's function integral. The procedure is a little 
more complicated in the present case, however, since the initial packet is 
now within the region of the observer's sphere, and the range of the radial 
integral in the transform lies within the range of the radial integral in 
Eq. (32). Thus from Eq. (31) ,
OO
dk' A„ (k') Jn (k'r) 2iJ £m £ --------------




V r,) dk' J4 (k'r) Jn(k'r’) 
k '2 - (k + ie) 2
(4.33)
where 0 < r < R . Using Eq.(A.6) we have
dk' A. (k’) J.(k'r) £m Z
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
■2i_°£ (kr) I dr' J£^kr') “ 2i_ J^(kr)
k ' k




( 9 3 )
Now l e t  u s  c o n s i d e r  t h e  r a d i a l  i n t e g r a l  w h ic h  a r i s e s  when E q . (34) 
i s  i n s e r t e d  i n t o  E q . (32) :
R r
01 d r  J ^ ( k r )  ( - 2 i  ) i O ^ ( k r )  d r '  S ^ f r ' )  J ^ O c r ' )
+ V kr) I dr' V (r'> V kr,)
(4 .3 5 )
S i n c e  $ ( r )  i s  z e r o  f o r  r  > a ,  we may a l t e r  t h e  i n t e g r a l  o v e r  r '  i n  t h ex,m
r R
s e c o n d  t e r m  w i t h i n  c u r l y  b r a c k e t s  t o  d r '  ................ Then t h e  r  a n d  r '
r
i n t e g r a l s  may be  i n t e r c h a n g e d  i n  e a c h  t e r m  ( c f  F i g . 2) t o  o b t a i n
(k - | i i l  dr' V (r,) V kr,)
o
d r  (k r )  0 ^ (k r )
d r '  ^ ( r ' )  0 £ ( k r ' )  | d r  J £ (k r )  (k r)  \  . ( 4 . 3 6 )
F i r s t  Term S e c o n d  Term
F i g . 4 . 2  Ranges  o f  I n t e g r a t i o n  
f o r  Terms i n  E q . (35)
(94)
The integrals over r in Eq.(36) are of the type evaluated in Appendix B:
dr J^(kr) O^(kr) r l { w [ j  . 3_o] - w [j , 3_0.] } , (4.37)
ov I 3k R J3k r
dr (kr) (kr) zL w [j , J,]
2k 3k r1
(4.38)
where the Wronskian at the lower limit in Eq.(38) vanishes. On inserting 
(37) and (38) into Eq.(36), we have
k2 o
dr- ^ m (r') J,(kr') w[V  » oj
3k R
+ i dr' V (r’> {vkr'> “Or I- ,k 3k r'k^ o - (kr‘) w[j£, 3_<g3k r
(4.39)
In order to evaluate the expression within curly brackets in 
Eq.(39), we shall make use of several identities which follow directly from 
the definition of the Wronskian:
W^g(r), h(r)^ j =  g . 3_h - 3_g . h
3r 3r
Thus W L 9/h] = -w[ h, g "] (4.40a)
f w[g,h] - h w [ g , f ]  = g w[ f,h] (4.40b)
and 3__ g(k,r) , h(k,r)





- J, 3 0,]
3k
O. »fr.. L. JJ-v A/ r\ « A;3k - OjP + J„ w [ 3_  J t, 0 JZ "L- ~  “£' ~£- 3k
j. 1_ i_ w[l , o ] + J w[ 3_ J , oj - O w[ 3_J , j ]
)k 2i 3k 3k
J, - 0,1 » J,
3k
J* ' k | r J*3k
(4.41)
since w[l , 0 = 2ik. Using (41) in Eq. (39) we have
K
^ fr = i f  <*• V kr’> «Or * °t]
k o
+ i dr' $0 (r') J (kr') —  J £m Z
k2
- i dr’ $0 (r') 3 J 0(kr')
k )  3k Ao
Finally, the upper limit in each integral may be changed to a, and the 
integrals written as transforms of the initial packet, to obtain
f t . fr - V (k'J> wCvk2 l _ ° £ 13k R + i \ m (k'J)k2 i d k dk <*> (k,J)£m
(4.42)
On placing the radial integral (42) into the expression (32) for 
*
T (R) and writing A„ (k) as a transform, we find fr £m
00
(96)
Tfr (R) 2i V_l f dk (k,J){ 1 - I d  ) %  (k,J)7i f  Jim J  ^, 2 k dk Jo kz
2i ü ITi ft Urn *  *£ra( k ' J) Vk'J) 1 w[j£, 3_ 0£]2 9k R (4.43)
It is interesting to compare Eq.(43) with the expression obtained at the 
corresponding stage in the time delay calculation, Eq.(3.54). We see 
that the functions in the Wronskian in Eq.(3.54) appear within the 
transforms in the second line of Eq.(43), and the functions and 
have moved from the transforms into the Wronskian. The origin of this 
interchanging is the Green's function, in which the function is always 
associated with the larger of the two radii. If the packet is outside 
the sphere, appears in the transforms, and if the packet is inside the 
sphere, appears in the Wronskian. In addition to an integral similar
to (3.54), Eq.(43) contains a new term which does not involve a Wronskian, 
and is in fact independent of the radius R.
Following the method of the time delay calculation, we shall
prove that the expression for the occupation time T is real by calculating
the imaginary part of Eq.(43) explicitly. In taking the complex conjugate
of the first line, we momentarily revert from the transform notation to the
coefficients A„ (k), i.e.£m
0 (k,J) =  7T A (k) ,£m — £m
\ m (k'J>
*
71 A o 
2
(k)
Then the complex conjugate of the first line in Eq.(43) contains the
integral
(97)
dk A (k) |1£m - 1 dk dk
A* (k) £m
dk A. (k) 1 A. (k) + A. (k) -1 
x,m —  £ m  £ m  —k2 k AL(k)0 o dk A. (k) d X/in dk -i A^ (k)k
dk A (k) 1 d A. (k) £m -— - £mk dk
(4.44)
where we have used integration by parts to transfer the derivative from 
*
A o^ (k) to A (k) . In evaluating the integrated part, we note that the 
normalisation of the packet, Eq.(1.9), requires that the integral
OO */ dk A a (k) A a (k) converge. The integrated part therefore certainly o *orn
vanishes at the upper limit. At the lower limit we have
A (k) £m
a
2-f dr \m(r> V kr)IT J 
0
but (kr) £+1(kr) as k ■> 0
(2£ + 1) ::
so A (k) = 6  ( k Z + 1 )£m as k -* 0
and the integrated part again vanishes.
The imaginary part of the complete expression (43) is
Im T (R) fr
OO




wO  '°*] + " [ V l r 0»]
we have
k '  L- °o] + wk, a _ i o l  + 1 = I / w[ v  l_ ° o " l - w fi ,L 3k J R L 9k J R 2i \ L 3k J R L
By Eqs (3.57) and (3.58),
V kr) <-> 0£ (-kr)
V kr) (-)ll+1 J £ (-kr)
so the contribution from the second Wronskian in Eq.(47) may be 
to an integral along the negative real axis:
( ax *^(kfJ) i "[v* it]
* ' 0 K
/N/X /V/ p—  __* V (k'J) V k'J) i w[°r]^ 2 *- dk J R
Then the integral in Eq.(45) is





which we shall evaluate by contour integration.
(99)
Now
<*> (k,J)£m dr <& (r) J (kr)£ m  £
and J,(kr) . .. -£ ikr1 (1 e
I k I 00 2i
. £ -ikr , i e )
-±]CA  I Iso for Im k > o , 3> (k,J) = Q  (e ) as k 00£ m
We know that 0 ^ (kr) .-£ ikr l e
k -> 00
. ,£ . 2ikR (-) i e
3k —1 R
k  ->• 00
Thus the contour for the integral (48) may be completed by a semicircle
of infinite radius in the upper half plane, Fig.3, where for |k| suffic-
(R"ci)iently large the integrand behaves as 1 e with R > a.
©
Fig.4.3 Contour for the
Evaluation of Im T_ (R)f r
( 1 0 0 )
The i n t e g r a n d  h a s  no p o l e s ,  an d  t h e  i n t e g r a l  a ro u n d  C v a n i s h e s ,  so
*  V (k' J) V (k' J) i  W[ V  i - ° t ]k2 L 9k J  R
0 (4 .4 9 )
and  t h e  i m a g i n a r y  p a r t  o f  T ^ ( R )  i s  z e r o .
R e t u r n i n g  t o  E q . (43) we may now t a k e  t h e  r e a l  p a r t  o f  t h i s  
e x p r e s s i o n  t o  o b t a i n  t h e  f i n a l  fo rm  f o r  T ( R ) • We n ° t e  t h a t
w[J*'i°*]R - w[J*'lr\] = 2 i  W9k - J r  ~ 9k zj r
Then w r i t i n g  t h e  J  t r a n s f o r m s  i n  t e r m s  o f  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t s  A. we f i n dJem
T (R) f r
00
t_ y f dk fi
4 Jim  ^ \r\ \
\ m<k > ü 1 _  \ „ < k > -  A„m<k > ü  1 1  A#m<k >
'ftk dk Jim Ji Tik dk Ji
I j
Jim J+ " l I *  \ m (k) \ m (k) H. (a] ' ,4'“’
4c. Calculation of T^tR)
In  t h e  d e r i v a t i o n  o f  t h e  e x p r e s s i o n  c o r r e s p o n d i n g  t o  E q . (50) 
f o r  t h e  i n t e r a c t i n g  p a c k e t ,  we s h a l l  f i n d  t h a t  t h e  f u n c t i o n  f ^ ( - k , r )  
a p p e a r s ,  and  t h i s  w i l l  a lw a y s  be w r i t t e n  w i t h  a  f a c t o r  ( - )  b e s i d e  i t .  
A l th o u g h  t h i s  m akes t h e  m a t h e m a t i c s  a p p e a r  a  l i t t l e  m ore cu m b erso m e ,  i t
h a s  t h e  e f f e c t  o f  p r e s e r v i n g  t h e  p a r a l l e l  w i t h  t h e  c a l c u l a t i o n  o f  t h e
£
p r e v i o u s  s e c t i o n ,  s i n c e  ( - )  f ^ ( - k , r )  c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  t h e  0 ^ (k r )  a p p e a r i n g
t h e r e .
(101)
From the definition (24) and the expression (28) for the wave 
function with the potential present,















dk' BL (k)Bem<k,) X*(k,r)Xl(k’,r) e
dk’ B*m(k) B tm(k,) V k 'r) XH (k’'r) 2i
o o k2 - k'2 + 2ic
The integral over k' is (Eqs (29) and (A.7) )
(4.51)
dk' BHm (k,) V k '’r)
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
■2i j dr' $^m (r') 2_ j dk' x^(k',r) x^O*'»*')
k'2 - (k + is)
r r
-2i f} (-k,r) [ c.r’ *fcmfr*> X} (k,r' I + 2i £ x,”’ (r) [ dr' «^(r') xf0 (r')
\r J ^ ^ •n k 2 - k2 o n
a a
-2i x^(k,r) j dr' »^(r') (“) ^  f£(-k,r') + 2i 1 (r) J dr' <J>^ (r') X ^ U ' )
lr J n  -- n-----------rr- 'n k2 - k2 r n
- 2i (-) fn (-k,r) I dr' 4>Äm(r') X n(k >r') -2i xn (k,r) | dr' 40_(r')(-) f0 (-k,r')—  - *0
k £m
+ 2i I x!n ) (r) I dr' t„_(r') X„<n)<r') (4.52)
k2 - k2 o n
(.102)
where the sum is over all bound states. The integral in the third term 
of Eq.(52) is just the overlap between the initial packet and a bound 
state, and by the assumption that the packet is orthogonal to all bound 
states, it vanishes for each n:
aj dr' 0Äm(r') Xj[n) (r') = 0 . (4.53)
o
The radial integral obtained by inserting (52) into Eq.(51) may 




dr' \mU,) V k'r,) W[V f- (_)£ V ‘k'r)]
+ V (r,) (-)£f£ (-k,r') 9k
- XÄ(k,r’) W xV 9_9k < - > v -k'rl J
(4.54)
The expression within curly brackets in Eq. (54) is evaluated by using the 
Wronskian identities (40) and the following expressions for the scattering 
states:
£ (k'r) = \[f^(k,r) - S£ (k) (-)Ä f^ (-k,rjj /
£ (k'r) = 1 [”( 2i L
-)Ä f£ (-k,r) - S£ (k) f£ (k,rf| , k real




and W C  f£ (k/r) , (~)£ f£ (-k,r)] 2ik (4.55d)
(103)
(- k ,r ) w [ X  3 X p ]  -  X z w [ x * ,  3—  ft <-k,rn
L 3k J  L  3k J
(-k,r) W[x . 3 X,H  - X ( w[x , S (-)J f (-k,r)l 1
L 3k J L 3k J J
[X i'<-)£ f£ (‘k 'r)] 13k J
(-)£ f£(-k,r) w[xr  3_ - XÄ W [X£, jL (_)£ f£(~k 'r |^ X n ~ Sfi k W  Xi3k
(4.56)
The intermediate steps in the calculation are similar to those used to 
derive Eq.(41). Using (56) in Eq.(54), and writing the integrals over r' 
as transforms of the initial packet, we obtain
& i n t  =  —  V ( k ' x )  W [ X I '  r r  < - ) l  V ' k ' r ) ]
+ LV < k -x‘) - S* i d Yto(k.x) 
k 2  k  d k
(4.57)
which corresponds to the expression (42) in the calculation of T .
Inserting the radial integral (57) into Eq.(51), and using 
*Eq.(29) to express Bn (k) as a transform, we obtain for the occupationJem
time
Tint (R) - I
tt -ft £ m
dk V (lc'x >Jl - I d \ *„_<k,x)£ml2 k dk
J  *  * I » ( k ' x W )  \ m ( k ' x )  w [ v  I t 0 » ]7T ft £ m  ' „ L. ptv -J (4.58)o
*
In writing Eq.(58) we have used Eq.(55c) to transfer a factor between 
transforms, and from the Wronskian to a transform, e.g.
(104)
h m (k'X> V k 'X 1 *Wk'X > V k'X) (4.59)
We shall now examine the imaginary part of Eq.(58). Taking 
the complex conjugate of the first line gives the integral
Ä  ♦  ( k , X ) J  1
k2
/^* *1 d I * (k,x ) 
k dki £m














where we have used integration by parts, as was done in Eq.(44) for the 
free packet. The evaluation of the integrated part follows the 
argument given below Eq.(44) if we note that (cf Eqs (29) and (59) )
V k'x ) | - i V(k'x > B£m(k)I'1 *B .  (k)Jim (4.61)
The normalisation of the wave function (28) for the interacting packet 
is
2 Jim
dk B* (k) B. (k)Jim Jim 1 (4.62)
(105)
so the integrated part (61) vanishes at the upper limit. At the lower 
limit,
V (k) 2 TT ' dr V (r) **(k'r)
£,+1and X0 (k,r) = Q  (k ) as k -+ o ,
O x  1
so B (k) = (k ) as k ■+ o ,ßm
and the integrated part again vanishes.
From Eqs (58) and (60),
Im T . (R)int I a lit fi & m die t ‘ m ( k , x * )  ^ m < k , X )
x * "f*' k ‘ü« * *}
(4.63)
The Wronskian expression may be evaluated by using Eq.(46) and the relations 
(55) for the scattering states, with f^(k,r) = I^(kr) for r > a :
[v |e0*], * " K - f c * * ] .  * 13k -1 R
k {s* ’O’*- k°>]. *« k ■*],}
(4.64)
(106)
The contribution to the integral in Eq.(63) from the second term on the 
RHS of Eq.(64) may be converted into an integral along the negative real 
axis:
oo
dk <& (k, x ) $ £m dm (k,x) —  S£ 
k2
w|i £'
\ \ m(k'*> h m‘k'X) i2 w[ot. (4.65)
.oo k
where we have used Eq.(55c) and the relation 
* £+1X^(k,r) = (-) x£ (-k/r) , k real . (4.66)
Then the integral appearing in Eq.(63) is
4 int äk V(k.x) £m (k,X) 1 wjo£' d_3k
Now ^£n\(k'X)
a
. dr V (r) xn(k'r>
o
and X£ (k,r)
,£+l , n %k___  <j>p(k,r)
f,(-k)
(4.67)
where <J> (k,r) 
in Chapter 1, 
we have
is the regular solution of the radial wave equation defined 
and f (-k) the Jost function. By Eq.(4.16) of Newton 1960
lim f (-k) = 1 , Im k ^ 0
k I -> 00
(107)
and by Eq. (3.13) of the same reference
<p (k,r) = _1 sin (kr - £tt_) + o
1 , 1+1 2k
1_ e 
. IÄ+1
v r as k 00 ,
where v = Im k. Combining these results we see that
-ika$£m(k 'X) = 0  (e 1 a) as |k| ■+ 00 , Im k > 0
The asymptotic behaviour of the Wronskian was given in the previous section:
wK' i- °£iL 3k Jr k
. .Z . 2ikR (-) i e
Thus the integral (67) may be evaluated by completing the contour around an
infinite semicircle in the upper half plane, Fig.3, where for |k| sufficiently
2ik(R-a)large the integrand behaves as 1 e with R > a.
The integral around vanishes, but the integrand now has poles
in the upper half plane, since the transform $ (k,x) contains the scatteringJem
matrix S.(k), with bound state poles at k = -iy , y < 0 . It can be Jc n n
seen from Eq.(55a) that the residue at a bound state pole k contains thena
factor / dr $> (r) f. (-k ,r) . By Eq. (14) of Appendix A this integral isq Im n
^ (n) (n)proportional to / dr $ (r) x0 (r) , where x0 (r) is the bound state waveq  jem X/ X/
function. As the initial packet is orthogonal to all bound states, the 
integral vanishes, and the residue of the integrand (67) at each bound state 
pole is zero. Then
V lk,x) ^m(k'X) i W[°r |-0t]
and the imaginary part of the occupation time (58) is zero.
(108)
We may now take the real part of Eq.(58) and obtain an expression
for T. (R) in terms of the coefficients B„ (k). From Eqs (29) and (55c), int £m
k I V k'*>k dk
ttz Sn B (k) 1 d / Sn B (k)Ü £m k dk i £m
ttz j B (k) B (k) S„ 1 d S„ +£m £m I  rr -r. I  k dk
B (k) 1 d B. (k) £m — —  £mk dk
(4.68)
where we have used S^(k) S^(k) = 1 , for k real. From Eq. (55b) ,
w[v i-0.]L 3k J R [v !=- **]„
21 w[v i-xJ„ + ^ s*. • w[v + s£ w[*r i-ri]L 3k J R 3k L j p l_ av -J3k Jr
•< “[*«■
S1 “[*>■ = "!]
* *- k so L_ so 
3k ~ J R 3k
(4.69)
Using Eqs (68) and (69), and the relation








We have obtained expressions for the occupation times 
Tfr(R) and T ^(R) in the cases: (i) when the initial packet is
outside the observer's sphere, T:j_nt ” Tfr being the time delay for 
the interacting wave packet; (ii) when the initial packet is within 
the region of the potential, Tj_nt ” Tfr being the lifetime of the 
decaying wave packet. The expressions contain the effects of the
packet shape in the coefficients A„ , B„ , and the transforms ,3cm 3cm 3cm
and the dependence on the size of the observer's sphere in the 
Wronskians evaluated at the surface. Our results cannot be 
compared immediately with those of Ohmura, since his calculation is 
carried out with the three-dimensional form of the wave function, while 
we have used partial waves. We can, however, make a comparison with 
the calculation of time delay for an arbitrary wave packet given by 
Kilian (1968).
We shall give brief details of Kilian's calculation, since 
this will help in relating the various expressions to our own results. 
Kilian uses the t -* -» wave function in the form given by Green and 
Lanford (1960) , and discussed in Chapter 2. It will simplify matters 
if we retain the coefficients A ^  used in Chapter 2, and note that 
these are related to Kilian's $ (k) by
( I l l )
Then t h e  wave f u n c t i o n  f o r  t h e  f r e e  p a c k e t  i s  ( E q . ( 2 . 2 2 )  )
- i k z x
$ ( r  , t ) l  Yo ( n > 1
Jem r  '
dk A (k) J  (k r )  eJem Je ( 5 . 2 )
an d  f o r  t h e  i n t e r a c t i n g  p a c k e t
- i k 2 '
V ( r , x ) = I  Y (fi) 1
Jim r  "
A Jtm ( k )  X j l ( k ' r )  e ( 5 . 3 )
w i t h
f
l i m d r V ( r , x) -  $ ( r , x )
X  -*■ —oo J
( 5 . 4 )
The o c c u p a t i o n  t i m e s  a r e  a s  d e f i n e d  i n  C h a p t e r  3,  b u t  t h e  t i m e
00
i n t e g r a l  i s  now f  d t .  Thus
T .  (I.) f  r d t
-°o v
d r  $ ( r  , t )  $ ( r , t )
oo oo
h
dr I  {  dk {  dk' \ m(k > A ^ ( k ' )  (k r )  J ^ k ’ r )
Jim J J





dk A (k) A. (k) y
Jim Jim —fik
d r  J  (k r )  J £ (k r )
i . e .
T (R) f  r 2* lf
0  m  J
dk A (k) A (k) y 
, Jim Jim -rr-
im  J h ko
( 5 . 5 )
w h e r e  we h a v e  u s e d
i  { k z  -  k ' 1 ) T
dx e 2_tt_ 6 (k -  k ' ) 
k
( 5 . 6 )
( 1 1 2 )
S i m i l a r l y ,
oo
K i l i a n  u s e s  t h e  a s y m p t o t i c  fo rm s  o f  t h e  W ro n s k ia n s  i n  E qs (5)
an d  (7)
i_ .  w [j  , i _  J "
L * SV ^
^  l _ i R +  ( - )  £+1 s i n  2kR}- , ( 5 .8 )
R R -> 00 2
1 _  « fx » - L -  x . l9v L *■ 3k yJ  R
0 + 1
1_ j R + d6 + ( - )  s i n  (2kR + 26 ) 
R -> 00 2 k ——  2k
( 5 .9 )
t o  o b t a i n
lim  It (R) " Tf r (R)_l
H  -+  00 1— —>
Jim
dk A. (k)Jim \ m (k) yh k zdk
(5 .1 0 )
E q . (10) c o r r e s p o n d s  t o  E q . ( 6 .5 )  o f  K i l i a n  1968 , a n d  i s  a  s i m p le  wave
p a c k e t  a v e r a g e  o f  t h e  t im e  d e l a y  jj_ d6 o b t a i n e d  by  E i s e n b u d  an d  S m i th .
f t k ^
E x p r e s s i o n s  s i m i l a r  t o  E q . ( 1 0 ) ,  b u t  r e s t r i c t e d  t o  t h e  c a s e  o f  s p h e r i c a l  
wave p a c k e t s ,  h a v e  b ee n  d e r i v e d  b y  G o l d b e r g e r  and  W atson  (1 9 6 4 ,  C h a p . 8) 
and  N u s s e n z v e i g  (1 9 6 9 ) .
When t h e  W ro n s k ia n s  (8) and  (9) a r e  p l a c e d  w i t h i n  t h e  wave 
p a c k e t  i n t e g r a l s ,  and  t h e  l i m i t  R -* 00 t a k e n ,  t h e  o s c i l l a t o r y  t e r m s  
s i n  2kR and  s i n  (2kR + 26^) v a n i s h  by  t h e  Riemann -  L e b e s g u e  lemma.
(113)
Such terms also occur in Smith's calculation of time delay, and there 
they are removed by applying the averaging procedure
2R
<Q> = lim 1_ Q(R') dR' . (5.11)
R •> 00 R ^
The limit R -* 00 may, of course, be used quite freely in calculations 
involving the t -* -00 wave function, since the centre of the initial 
packet is at infinity, and the packet is not localised in any region.
In Smith's treatment the particles are described by plane waves, so the 
expressions obtained cannot depend on the position of the particles in 
any way. In our calculation, however, the initial packet is localised 
outside the observer's sphere, at a finite distance from the scatterer, 
and we are not at liberty to make R infinite. We shall therefore 
consider the expressions arising in Kilian's calculation for finite R 
in making comparison with our own.
In the t ■+ -°° wave function, the free and interacting packets
contain the same coefficients A. , and this leads to the simple expressionJem
(10) for the time delay. The wave functions $(r,x) and ¥(r,x) in the 
present calculation contain different coefficients A^ and 3 ^ ,  and it 
does not seem possible to obtain a simple expression for the time delay 
(or lifetime) by actually subtracting T from T^nt* When the packet 
is outside the region of the potential, the coefficient can be
expressed in terms of A. as follows:Jem
BJlm(k) = - \ m (k'X }7T
X5, (k 'r) ±..[Vk> -x] V kr)r^a J>.(kr) (5.12)
(114)
B *m (k> ■ i \ m (k'J) - i . [ SZ (k) * X]  V * ' 1»TT TT1 u  - 1
A. (k) I m i.[Vk> -x] V 14'1» • (5-13)
From Eq.(12) and its conjugate, the Wronskian appearing in our expression
for T. (R) (Eq.(3.78) ) can be written as int
f e * ] - 1_ 4
*(v 1) w [‘«■It 1*]
+ i k S* 9_ S . (5.14)
2 9k
However when these results are used in the expression (3.78), and the 
occupation time T is subtracted out, a very complicated expression for 
the time delay Q ensues, which does not seem particularly useful. 
Accordingly we shall leave the results of the calculations of time delay 
and lifetime in the form of occupation times.
Let us, then, compare the expression (5) for T^(R) with the 
result obtained in Chapter 3, Eq.(3.62):
T (R) = IT If ak a * <k) A <k) f-i I wpr , i_ j ]






Our expression contains the term (5) (apart from a factor of 2) plus an 
extra term involving the I and 0 transforms. If we note that
V k'0) = V^'1»
\ m <k'1)* = ?L (k'0)
the second line of Eq.(15) can be written in the form
11
i t  Jim ^ m (k'0)
2 _ k (1) "?*' It ’*] (5.16)
Now |$^m (k,0)|2 is just the fraction of the initial packet with momentum 
k in the outward direction, and |$n (k,I)|2 is the fraction with momentum
k directed inwards. The new term thus suggests a contribution to the 
occupation time which varies according to whether the overall motion of 
the packet is towards or away from the observer's sphere.
The source of the extra term can be seen by going back to the 
time integrals. In Kilian's calculation the time integral gives a 
simple 6 function,
oo i - k ' 2) T
2dx e = 2tt_ 6 (k - k') , (5.17)
k— 00
and in our calculation the integral gives a 6 ^  function,
00 i (k2 - k ' 2) T
1 dx e 2 = _______ 2i_____
o k2 - k'2 + 2ie




where PP denotes the principal part. Clearly the new term in Eq.(15) 
arises from the principal part integral in Eq.(18).
Previous calculations of time delay (Ohmura 1964, Goldberger 
and Watson 1964, Fong 1965, Nussenzveig 1969) have all used the time 
integral (17), so in this respect our calculation is quite new. We 
have shown that the expressions arising from the time integral (18) may 
be handled by writing the momentum coefficients in the wave functions 
as transforms over the initial packet, and making use of the Green's 
function integrals. The transform notation plays an important part 
in this approach, and it allows the orthogonality of the initial packet 
to all bound states to be taken into account quite readily. Since we 
have not otherwise placed any restrictions on the initial packet, it 
seems reasonable to suggest that the method we have used in the calcul­
ations of time delay and lifetime might provide a general basis for 
future calculations involving the t = 0 wave function.









+ (dkf L (k'j) v k'°> - *ta(k'i> v ,k'o,y-ij w[vt-h]7T 36 m J { Jftk( 2kJ L 9k -J
(5.19)
and this is to be compared with Eq.(7). The term containing the
coefficients B n in Eq.(19) corresponds to the expression (7) because of36m
the different wave functions used in the two calculations, and again there 
is an extra term containing I and 0 transforms. In the scattering wave 
function, the total outgoing wave is S^(k) 0 ^ (kr), where S^(k) is the
(117)
Scattering matrix for the Z 'th partial wave, and it will be seen that 
S, (k) does not appear in Eq. (19). However S^(k) is unitary, so we 
could write the outgoing term in the second line of (19) as
lvk) V k'0)|2 = ?L(k'I) V k) V k) hm(k'0)
- ♦ L (k'I) 0) ' (5-20)
without affecting the final expression.
W
Our results contain Wigner's inequality in the Wronskian
3_ XnI appearing in E q . (19). If we use
3k R
X Z (k,r) r>-a
I ? (kr) - S£ (k) 0^ (kr)
>]
(5.21)
and its conjugate, we may expand the Wronskian into the form
—  *  __
I x „ , 3 X „ rr
*
i k S 3 S. + 1 Re fwTI . , 3 0.1 S«w[on#3 0„ \L ‘ ä l- R i  1 3k 1 2 1 L£ —  M  3k J R Z 1 l' —  ZL- 3k —1RJ
(5.22)
where Re denotes the real part of the expression within brackets. The 














“ I Re {«[V f^°*]R - S*W[V + 2 f dr X>.r) Xt<k.r) •
(5.23)
The integral is necessarily non-negative, and if it is omitted from
Eq.(23) an inequality for d6^ is obtained. By first letting the radius R
~dk
decrease to the value a (the radius of the potential), we find Wigner's 






The equality sign holds when / dr Is actually zero, i.e. for hard
o
sphere scattering. Wigner (1955) derived the inequality (24) by 
differentiation of the expression relating the S matrix to the R matrix, 
but it was shown soon afterwards by Martin (1956), and Corinaldesi and 
Zienau (1956), that the same result could be obtained by the radial 
integral method given here.
If we now consider the results of the lifetime calculation, we 
see that another type of term arises when the packet is initially inside 
the observer's sphere. The occupation times are (Eqs (4.50) and (4.70) ):
T. (R) fr
00
1  l f dk /a . (k) y_ i d A (k)
4 lm 1 1 « T  dk0 ^
A*m(k> H_ i d dk A Zm




In each expression, the last line is identical with a term in the corres­
ponding expression for the time delay problem. These terms depend on 
the size of the observer's sphere through the Wronskians
The remaining terms, however, are quite different, and do not depend on 
R at all.
Let us write the complex coefficient An (k) as£m
V (k)
A (k) e £m 1
ia (k) £m (5.27)
Then by a simple calculation
A (k) jj i d  A (k) - A (k) y i d A (k) £m —— — £m £m —— *- £mtik dk fik dk
2 IA I ^ y dot 
1 £m* ~  £mtik — -—
(5.28)
The first line of Eq.(25) is thus of the form
1  l dk ! A?mCk> I 2 d01£m(1<)2 Im 1 ftk — rP-o dk (5.29)
(120)
and it may be seen by comparing with Eqs (3.16) and (3.19) that this is 
the partial wave version of the term
00
*
2tt G2 (v) da_ (v) v dv (5.30)
S •* dv
obtained by Ohmura. If we express the coefficient B. (k) as)6m
ie36m(k)|b (k)I e , then the first line of Eq.(26) has a similar form
2 36m
dk J i m (k) |2 (j dß„ (k)~  £mhk — -—
(5.31)
Gien (1970) has suggested that the term da arises in Ohmura's
dv
calculation because the scattered part of the wave function has been
separated out and used to calculate arrival times. In general, the
incident and scattered parts of the wave function can only be separated
if the initial packet is well collimated - in a wave packet experiment
using an arbitrary initial packet, it is not possible to distinguish
between scattered and unscattered particles. For this reason we have
been careful to refer to the occupation times and time delay of the
"interacting" wave packet, rather than the "scattered" wave packet. It
is clear, however, that this is not the source of the dependence on da_ ,
dv
since no separation of incident and scattered packets has been made in 
the derivation of Eq.(26), and in any case such a term occurs in the 
occupation time for the free packet, Eq.(25). It may be noted that the
t Gien's point is actually related to a somewhat different problem, 
namely that the scattered parts of the scattering states do not form
a linear space in which the time operator ifi 9_may be defined.
9E
(121)
terms (29) and (31) have been obtained in the calculation of lifetime, 
when the initial packet is inside the potential, and not in the calcul­
ation of time delay. Since the terms are independent of the radius R, 
one may guess that they are in some way related to the origin of the 
co-ordinate system, and this will become clearer in the one-dimensional 
calculation to be discussed in a few moments.
The second line of Eq.(26) is again independent of R, and if 
216-00
we use S (k) = e * , we see that it is equal to
00
ll  : Bpm (k) B i ? m ( k )  H_ d6o ' (5.32)2 £m J fik — fo dk
which is very similar to Kilian's expression, Eq.(10), for the time delay.
The appearance of this term is rather unexpected, since the term d6^ in
“dk
calculations of time delay is only obtained after an averaging procedure, 
or the Riemann - Lebesgue lemma, has been used to remove oscillatory terms 
sin (2kR + 26^) etc. (Smith 1960, Kilian 1968, Nussenzveig 1969). It may 
be that the first two lines of Eq.(26) can be rearranged in some more 
natural way so that the term (32) does not appear by itself, but we have 
not been able to see this.
Having derived the general expressions (15), (19), (25) and (26) 
for the occupation times, one would naturally like to consider models in 
which the effect of the wave packet shape on the time delay or lifetime 
could be explored in detail. Previous treatments of wave packet 
scattering (Low 1959, Goldberger and Watson 1964, Chap.3) have often made 
use of the "constant shape" approximation, in which the parameters of the 
initial packet are so chosen that it does not spread or change shape 
appreciably before reaching the scatterer. Our calculation, however, is
(122)
not limited in this way, so one could select a particular shape for the 
incident packet and then vary the initial distance between packet and 
scatterer in order to study the effect of spreading on the occupation 
time or time delay. The model of an exponential wave packet interact­
ing with a resonance in the scatterer (Nussenzveig 1961, Dodd and 
McCarthy 1964, Goebel and McVoy 1966) would also be of interest, since 
experiments involving such packets have already been carried out (Lynch 
et al 1960).
The expressions we have obtained are, however, considerably 
more complicated than those derived with the t -* -00 wave function, and 
the problem of setting up a model is correspondingly more difficult.
Kilian, for instance, has studied the time delay, Eq.(10), for two 
models in which the initial packet is specified simply by choosing a
convenient form for the momentum distribution A. (k). An importantJim
point in the derivation of Eq.(10) is, of course, that the wave functions
for the free and interacting packets contain the same momentum coefficients.
In otr results the coefficients A. and B„ are not equal, so in construct­ion! Jim
ing a model one would have to start from the spatial form of the wave
packet, $> (r) , calculate A. and B. separately as transforms of 3>Jim Jim Jim t m
★with respect to and / and then attempt to derive simple expressions 
for :he time delay or lifetime from the appropriate occupation times.
Instead of considering model wave packets, we have found it 
easier to investigate the physical significance of our results by carrying
out a similar calculation in one dimension. While it is natural to use
!
partial waves in a topic which has close links with scattering experiments 
in nuclear physics, it must be admitted that the partial wave formalism 
can obscure quite simple points of interpretation. We shall therefore 
study the motion of a free wave packet in one dimension, with the aim of
(123)
gaining more insight into the various expressions for occupation times.
Let us consider a one-dimensional wave packet describing the 
motion of a free particle of mass y ,
ikx - ifik2t
<Mx,t) (2tt )-h dk A (k) e (5.33)
where the wave function is normalised so that
dk A (k) A(k) (5.34)
We shall first calculate the time spent by the packet in the 
region -R x < +R , if the motion of the packet is assumed to occur 
over the time interval -°° < t < +00 . Thus
oo R
T (-R, +r) = j dt
-00 -R
dx $ (x,t) $(x,t)
oo R 00 OO i (k2-k '2)X
y.
fl
dx dx (2tt)-1 dk I dk' A*(k) A(k') e"lkx+lk'x e







dk ,, . „ * „ . _ n . . -ikx+ik' x « dk' A (k) A(k') e 6 k 2 - k'2'
— 0
J
0 —oo 2 2
. (5.35)
-R
The <5 function in Eq. (35) gives rise to pairs of terms, since 
k and k' may now be positive or negative. We may use the general 
relation
6 [~f (x)l = £ 1 6 (x - x )
L J n I f ’ (x ) I nn
(5.36)
(124)
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to x, and the sum
is over all zeros of the function such that f (x ) = 0  , f' (x )^0.n n
Then
rk2 - k ,2>l = H ( k * k ' )  + H ( k  + k'l
k>o k k
= - H ( k - k ' )  - H ( k  + k')
k<o k k
The occupation time is thus
T (-R, + R) £
fi
(5.37)
* / * - O i k xdk A (k) A(k) 1 + dk A (k) A(-k) 1 e
-R




^ A 1 V Ydk A (k) A(k) 1 + dk A (k) A(-k) 1 e
T (-R, +R) dk A (k) A(k) y_ . 2R + dk A (-k) A(-k) y_ . 2R
-hk > fik
+ I dk JA (k) A(-k) + A(k) A (-k) [ y_ 1_ sin 2kR
ftk k
(5.38)
Let us now calculate the same quantity for a wave packet which
is released at time t = 0. In this case we have
(125)
[♦(x.O) =^ J $(x) ( 2 TT )-*5 dk A(k) eikx (5.39)
and A(k) = (2tt ) ^ f dx $(x) e ^kX (5.40)
Then
T (—R, +R) dt 
o -R
dx $ (x, t) $ (x, t)
ft
i (k2 - k ' 2 ) t
dx dx (2tt)
-R
-1 dk' A (k) A(k') e-ikx+ik'x
—  00 — 00
y.
ft




Following the method of the three-dimensional calculation, we 
may use Eq.(40) to express the integral over k' in Eq.(41) in terms of 
a Green's function:
uo
i V * y
dk1 A (k 1 ) e _______ 2i
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
00
dk' (2tt) I dx' $>(x') e”lk'X ' elk'X _______ 2i
-00 k2 - k '2 + 2ie
-2i 
(2tt )




The Green's function may be evaluated by contour integration, with the 
result
dk' eik'(x-x')
k ,z - (kz+ 2ie) k>o
ik(x-x') TTi e_
k
X > x' ,
(5.43)
-ik(x-x') ,-TTI e , x > x'
k<o
Then combining Eqs (42) and (43),
dk' A (k ' ) eik' x
kz - k ,z + 2ie
(2tt ) r
k>o
, , ^ i k ( x - x ' )  I n . . , ,, -ik(x-x')dx' $(x') e + I dx' $(x') e
- (2tt)
k<o
dx.' $ (x ' ) e 
k




We shall find that the occupation time depends on the position 
of the initial packet (39), so let us assume that the packet is to the 
left of the region (-R, +R), that is
$(x) = 0  , x > -R^ (5.45)
where R^ > R , Fig.5.1(a). Then, noting the range of the x integral in 
Eq. (41), we have from Eqs (44) and (40),
(127)
dk' i k 1 vA(k') e _______ 2i
k2 - k'2 + 2ie
k>o
$(x' ) ik(x-x') e_
k
2it A (k) elkX 
k
(5.46a)
’r1=  - (2 tt ) ^  dx'
k<o '
$ (x' ) -ik(x-x') 
k




Fig.5.1 Initial Positions 
of Wave Packet in One Dimension
Inserting Eqs (46) into Eq.(41) and carrying out the integration 
over x we obtain for the occupation time
T (-R, +R) dk A (k) A (k) ]j__ 
-hk
2R + dk A (-k) A(k) p_ 1_ sin 2kR
fik k
(5.47)
( 1 2 8 )
The f i r s t  t e rm  o f  E q . (47) i s  r e a l ,  an d  i t  can  be  shown by m eans o f  
c o n t o u r  i n t e g r a t i o n  t h a t  t h e  i m a g i n a r y  p a r t  o f  t h e  s e c o n d  te rm  i s  z e r o ,  
s o  we may t a k e  t h e  r e a l  p a r t  o f  t h e  s e c o n d  t e r m  t o  o b t a i n  f i n a l l y
T ( - R ,  +R)
f  *
dk A (k) A(k) p _  . 2R 
h k
+ 1 I dk JA (k) A ( -k )  + A(k) A (-k )   ^ y _  1_ s i n  2kR
h k  k
. (5 .4 8 )
A s i m i l a r  c a l c u l a t i o n  may b e  c a r r i e d  o u t  f o r  a  p a c k e t  w h ic h  i s  
i n i t i a l l y  t o  t h e  r i g h t  o f  t h e  r e g i o n  ( - R ,  + R ) :
$ (x ) x < R. (5 .4 9 )
w h e re  R^ > R, F i g . 5 . 1 ( b ) .  The o c c u p a t i o n  t im e  i n  t h i s  c a s e  i s
T ( - R ,  +R) dk A ( -k )  A ( -k )  y _  
ftk
. 2R
+ 1 I dk JA (k) A ( -k )  + A(k) A ( -k )  [ y__1 s i n  2kR
fik k
(5 .5 0 )
C o m paring  Eqs ( 3 8 ) ,  (48) and  ( 5 0 ) ,  we s e e  f i r s t l y  t h a t  t h e
o c c u p a t i o n  t i m e s  c o n t a i n  t e r m s  w h ic h  h a v e  t h e  s i m p le  fo rm  o f  a  d i s t a n c e ,
oo *
2R, m u l t i p l i e d  by  t h e  a v e r a g e  o f  an  i n v e r s e  v e l o c i t y ,  /  dk A A y _
0 h k
In  E qs (48) and  (50) s u c h  a t e r m  i s  p r e s e n t  o n l y  f o r  t h a t  p a r t  o f  t h e  
i n i t i a l  p a c k e t  w h ich  i s  d i r e c t e d  to w a r d s  t h e  r e g i o n  ( -R ,  +R) -  t h e  
p o s i t i v e  momentum co m p o n en t  o f  t h e  wave p a c k e t  ( 4 5 ) ,  an d  t h e  n e g a t i v e  
momentum co m p o n en t  o f  t h e  wave p a c k e t  ( 4 9 ) .  I n  E q . ( 3 8 ) ,  t h e  t e r m  a r i s e s
f o r  b o t h  t h e  p o s i t i v e  an d  n e g a t i v e  momentum co m p o n en ts  o f  t h e  p a c k e t .
(129)
The difference between the results obtained from the initial 
conditions t = 0 and t -* -°° may be understood if we split the wave 
function (33) into two parts:
$(x,t) = $ (x,t) + $ (x,t) (5.51)
ikx-ik2i
where $+ (x,t) (2tt )-*S dk A(k) e (5.52)
is the positive momentum component, and
$ (x,t)
00





is the negative momentum component. In the limit t -+■ -00 , the centre of 
the wave packet $+ moves to x = -» (since the average velocity v is 
positive, cf Eq. (1.6) ) and the centre of the wave packet $ moves to 
x = +°° . As t +00 , each packet moves to the opposite end of the real 
axis, and in so doing passes through the region (-R, +R), spending a time 
2R v- within it. If the wave packet is specified at t = 0, only one of 
the components $+ , $ will pass through the region, which one being 
determined by the initial position of the packet.
In addition to the terms having a simple kinematic interpretation, 
each occupation time contains a term with the factor sin 2kR. These are 
the oscillatory terms which are usually removed in calculations of time 
delay by averaging over R. They have generally been described as 
representing simply a "quantum effect" (Smith 1960, Nussenzveig 1969), 
but the expressions (38), (48) and (50) make it quite clear that they 
arise from interference between the positive and negative momentum 
components of the wave function.
(130)
It is interesting to note that the terms of the form 2R v 
give finite non-zero contributions to the occupation time, even if the 
packet has zero mean velocity. The mean velocity
dk A (k) A(k) fik
dk A (k) A(k) hk_ - 
U
r *
dk A (-k) A(-k) hk
y
(5.54)
is zero if A(k) = ± A(-k) or A(k) = ± A (-k), but in all cases the sum of 
the terms
dk A (k) A(k) y_ + 
hk
dk A (-k) A(-k) u_ 
hk
in Eq.(38) is finite and non-zero. The packet cannot have a sharp wave
front, so no matter where its centre is, part of the packet will be found 
in any given region, and the occupation time for that region is non-zero. 
Although the packet's mean velocity is zero, it nevertheless spreads and 
dies away, so the time spent within a region remains finite.
The discussion in one dimension makes it easier to understand 
the appearance of the various terms in the three-dimensional results, but 
it is rather difficult to show in detail the correspondence between the 
two calculations. The one-dimensional analysis has been carried out 
using travelling waves, whereas the partial wave decomposition is in 
terms of standing waves. This has the effect that the kinematic and 
interference terms, which have been separated in Eqs (48) and (50), are 
mixed together in a rather complicated way in Eqs (15) and (19). The
Wronskian w[j , 9 J
L ° 3k °J R
, for instance, may be evaluated to obtain the form
(131)
= R - 1 sin 2kR , (5.55)
R 2 4k
and this expression gives rise to both kinematic and interference terms.
The coefficients occur in an expansion in terms of = 1_ - I^j ,
and so are equivalent to a combination of the A(k) and A(-k) appearing in 
Eqs (48) and (50). The one-dimensional treatment does, however, make it 
plausible that the occupation times (15) and (19) should contain terms 
which depend on the motion of the packet towards or away from the scatterer.
•1_ W 
2k
If the wave packet is initially within the region (-R, + R ) , the 
calculation of the occupation time is considerably more complicated, and 
we shall not give all the details of the derivation here. Let us assume 
that the packet lies to the left of the origin,
4(x) = 0 for x < -R^ , x > 0 (5.56)
where R^ < R, Fig.5.1 (c). Then the integral over k' (Eq.(44) ) becomes
d k ' A (k' ) eik'x
k z - k 'z + 2ie
(2tt )
k>o -R.
dx' $(x') e 
k






d x ' $(x ') e 
k




On inserting the expressions (57) into Eq.(41), we obtain double 
integrals over x and x' which are analogous to the radial integrals ^  and 
appearing in Chapter 4. Thus from the first term in the first line 
of Eq. (57) :
-ikxdx e 
-R -R
dx' $ (x') eik(x-x')
R x
dx j dx' $(x') e 
-R -R
-ikx'
0 X R o
dx I dx' $(x') e + I dx dx' $ (x') e-ikx
-R -R o -R
R o
dx' I dx $(x') e + dx dx' $(x') e. ^*x
-R x' o -R
-R
- ■ j W 1dx' $ (x1) (-x') e + R dx' $ (x') e-ikx'
-R
(2tt) VI " i iL-A(k) + A <k ) R
3k
(5.58)
and from the second term, by a similar calculation,
dx e-ikx dx' $(x') e-ik(x-x')




When the integrals over x and x' have been evaluated, the 
expression for T (-R, +R) contains eight terms, two of which are real by 
inspection. The imaginary part of the remaining terms may be shown to 
be zero by a method similar to that used in Chapters 3 and 4. On taking 
the real part of these terms, the final expression for the occupation 
time is
T (-R, +R)
1_ dk (a (k) y_ i d A (k)
2 1 hk dkn v
if I *
- A (k) i d A(k)l + dk A (k) A(k) y_ 
+  A V  I J 4SI
+ 1_ dk IA (-k) y  i d_ A (-k)
2 1 hk dk




dk A (-k) A(-k) y__
hko
R
+ A (k) A(-k) + A (k) A (-k) y 1_ sin 2kR 
hk k
(5.60)
Eq.(60) may be compared with Eqs (25) and (28), and it will be seen that
we have again obtained terms of the form da_ , where a is the phase of the
dk
momentum distribution.
In the first line of Eq.(60), there is a kinematic term R v , 
which represents the time taken by the positive momentum component of the 
wave packet (56) to cross the region (0, +R) . Since the packet lies 
initially in the interval (-R, 0), it is clear that the first term 
represents the mean arrival time of the positive momentum component at the 
origin. The terms in the second line of Eq.(60) may be interpreted in a
(134)
similar way if we note that the negative momentum component does not have
to travel the full distance R to leave the region (-R, 0), since it is
already within the region. The term containing d_ is therefore a
—  *"correction" to the kinematic term R v , and represents the time taken 
to travel from the origin to the initial position.
This interpretation of the da (or da_ ) term is verified if we
dk dv
return to the expression (3.19) derived by Ohmura. Choosing z = 0 we
find the arrival time for the free packet is
t . in
— OO
G2 (v) da_ (v) v dv 
dv
(5.61)
The reason such a term does not appear in our expressions (15) and (19)
is, of course, that we have calculated the difference of two arrival
times (see the discussion following Eq.(3.26) ), and the term in da has
dk
cancelled out.
We have obtained kinematic terms analogous to those in Ohmura's 
expression (third term of Eq.(3.22) ), but one may wonder if these make 
any contribution to the time delay T^nt “ Tfr* 3ince the wave packet is 
scattered elastically, it might seem that the mean (inverse) velocities 
of the free and .interacting packets should be the same, and the kinematic 
terms should cancel each other. Although we have not been able to explore 
this question in detail, it seems that the kinematic term in T t should 
reflect the fact that the particle travels faster within the potential, 
even though its velocity outside may be the same as that of the corres­
ponding unscattered particle. On this basis, one would not expect the 
kinematic terms to cancel out.
(135)
The expression for time delay y
relating the scattering matrix S£
hk
2i<5 n e
d6^ is usually thought of as 
~dk
to the time operator
y i d_ = -ifi d_ 
fik dk dE
(5.62)
However the LHS of Eq.(62) can be put in another form if we remember that





where v is the velocity corresponding to the momentum fik, and one is led
to interpret the d_ terms in Eq.(60) not as derivatives of phases, but 
dk
rather as expectation values involving combinations of the operators x 
and v. This becomes clearer if one uses partial integration to rearrange 
the terms as follows:
oo
*dk [a (k) y i d  A (k) - A (k) y i d Afk) \
1 fik dko v fik dk J
I dk A (k) fi d y_ + y__ i d_ \ A(k) 
' \ dk ftk *hk dkj
-[ x(o) V-1 (5.65)
Eq.(65) may be compared with the term in t in Eq.(1.7). Furry points out 
that symmetrised products of operators, such as (65), are typical of
(136)
quantum-mechanical expressions, and arise from the necessity of working 
only with Hermitian operators, which give pure real expectation values. 
The form on the LHS of Eq.(65) has its origin, of course, in our taking 
the real part of T (-R, +R), after proving the imaginary part to be zero
The one-dimensional treatment has shown that terms obtained in 
the calculation of time delay and lifetime often have quite a simple 
interpretation in terms of distances, velocities and so on. These 
points are generally not considered in discussions based on formal 
relations between the time delay Q and the S matrix. If wave packet 
experiments involving small distances and times are to be performed and 




The integrals for the free and interacting Green's functions 
appearing in the text may be evaluated by contour integration. The method 
is quite standard, but we include it here so that the similarity to the 
calculation of Im T in Chapters 3 and 4 may be seen.
We shall consider the free Green's function only, and evaluate 
the integral
(j. S  2 I dk J £ (kr) J£ (kr')
tt ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
k 2 - k'2
(A.I)
for the case r < r' and Im k ' > 0 . Using the relations
V kr) 12i 0 (kr) - I (kr) (A.2a)
J£ (-kr) (-)£+1 J£ (kr) (A. 2b)
and
0 £ (»kr) (-) I£ (kr) (A.2c)
we have
4 2 1_ dk J£ (kr) 0 £ (kr') Ti 2i  ^ ----------------
k z - k
2 1_ I dk J£(kr) I£ (kr')
7T 2i
° k2 - k'
1_ I dk J £ (kr) 0 £ (kr')
TTi
—00 k 2 - k'2
(A.3)
(A.ii)
Now V kr) 12i .-£ ikr l e .1 -ikr l e






. .£ ik(r+r') ik(r'-r) (-) e - e
(A.4)
Since r < r' , the integral (3) may be evaluated by completing the contour 
in the upper half plane, Fig.l.
©
' Fig.A.l Contour for Evaluation of the 
Green's Function Integral, Eq.(3)
The integral around C is zero, and the integrand has a pole at k = k' , so
1_ 
7T i










= 1_ J (k'r) O (k'r') , r < r' , Im k' > 0
k*
(A.6)
The integral for the interacting Green's function may be evaluated
in a similar way, though in this case the integrand also has poles at the
bound states k = -iy , y < 0 The final result isn n n
00
-  ^  X £ ( k , r )  X £ ( k / r , )  it ' - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
° k2 - k'2




where the functions f^(k,r) have been defined in Chapter 1, and the scatter-
(n)ing and bound states, x^(k,r) and ‘ (r) / in Chapter 2.
The expressions corresponding to Eqs (6) and (7) for Im k' < 0 
may be obtained by noting that in this case the integrand has a pole at 
k = -k' in the upper half plane. The relations (2b) and (2c) may be
used to rewrite the result for the free Green's function in terms of 
I^(k'r'), and a similar procedure may be applied to the interacting Green's 
function.
We conclude this Appendix with a note regarding the bound state
(n)wave functions x^ ' (r)• The wave function corresponding to the bound
state pole k = -iy , y < 0 , is defined as n n n
(A. iv)
X (n)a (r) 1  ^ £ ("iYn ,r)N nn
where <p (k,r) is the regular solution of the radial wave equation
4>£(k,r) = 1 1  [f ^ (_k) f£ (k,r) - (-) f^(k) f£ (-k'
2
and N is a normalisation constant , n
N2n dr [ V - i Y n ,rj]2
0
At the pole k we have f„(-k ) n £ n 0, so
[V_iV r) “ ] W r> £+11 (-T X f„ (k ) f„ (-k ,r) .2 — Ü T  1 n 1 nkn
Further, if we denote by Res the residue of the S matrix at then





















Xq (r) = e Res f0 ("k 'r) • (A.14)l n i n
The sign of the wave function is undetermined in E q . (14), but
this is not important since the purpose of deriving the relation is
(ft )simply to show that ' (r ) is proportional to f ^ - k ^ r ) .  It should
perhaps be mentioned that the residue of the S matrix at a bound state
pole is pure imaginary, and the properties of Resn and f^(-k ,r) under




As an example of the radial integrals occurring in Chapters 3 
and 4, we calculate
bj dr x£(k,r) x£ (k,r) , (B.I)
a
where x£ (k /r) are the scattering states defined in Chapter 2. The method 
has been given by Martin (1956), and Corinaldesi and Zienau (1956).
Consider the radial wave equation for two different energies:
- 9_L xÄ (k,r) + ft (ft+1) X£(k *r) + v (r) - k2x£ (k,r) = 0
9 r2 r2
" i L  Xz (k' ,r) + ft(ft+l) (k*,r) + v(r) x£ (k ',r) - k ’2x£ (k' ,r) = 0
9 r2 r2
*
Multiplying the first by x£ (k'/r), the second by x£ (k,r), and subtracting 
the second from the first, we obtain
d W 
dr




dr x£ (k,r) x£ (k '/*)
(k2 - k'2 )
X£ (k,r),X£ (k ',r) - W X£(k,r),x£ (k ',r)
(B.2)
(B.ii)
The integral (1) is to be evaluated as
lim 
k' -* k
bf *dr x£ (k,r) 
a
x£ (k ',r)
Now X£ (kfr),X£ (k '#r)
X£ (k,r) 3_xÄ (k',r) - 9_x£ (k,r) x£ (k',r)
9r 9r
★
X^ (k'r) (k,r) + (k'-k) <L Xo (k,r) 9k J
- 9_X0 (k,r) x0 (k,r) + (k'-k) 9_x0 (k,r) 
9r L * 9k ^
+ 0 ( (k'-k)2)
(k* - k) W (k,r) 1  X0 (k,r) 
9k
+ Ö  ( (k' “ k)2) (B. 3)
*where we have used x^(k,r) S£ (k)x£ (k,r) , k real .
Using Eq.(3) in Eq.(2), and taking the limit k ' k we obtain
b
I *
dr Xi (k/r) X£ (k,r) 
a
= -1 W *x (k,r),9 Xo(k,r) - w *Xo (k,r)/9 Xo(k,r)
2k L 9k J b L 9k J
(B.4)
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